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Three experiments utilized the Racial Position Model (RPM, Zou & Cheryan, 2017) in 
intraminority relations context to examine how Latinx Americans form friendships with Black 
Americans and Asian Americans based on their shared or separate axes of subordination on the 
RPM. Latinx Americans may have contrasting interaction expectations with Black Americans 
and Asian Americans in contexts where these RPM-based similarities and differences are made 
salient, as they share inferiority with Black Americans and foreignness with Asian Americans 
but are inferior compared to Asian Americans and foreign compared to Black Americans (Zou & 
Cheryan, 2017). In a preliminary study, Latinx American participants answered questions about 
their RPM-based similarities, RPM-based meta-perceptions, and friendship interest towards 
Black Americans, Asian Americans, and White Americans. Results revealed that Latinx 
Americans felt most similar in terms of inferiority and cultural foreignness to Black Americans, 
followed by Asian Americans and White Americans. Latinx Americans believed that White 
Americans and Asians Americans would perceive people from their racial group as inferior and 
believed that White Americans would perceive their racial group as culturally foreign compared 
to Black and Asian Americans. Latinx Americans also believed that Black Americans were most 
interested in befriending them and were also most interested in befriending Black Americans 




design, where Latinx Americans participants were randomly assigned to have an online 
interaction with either a Black American or Asian American interaction partner. This study 
found that Latinx Americans feel more similar in terms of inferiority with Black Americans 
compared to Asian Americans, but there were no differences in how similar Latinx Americans 
feel in terms of cultural foreignness with Black and Asian Americans. Latinx American 
participants were also comfortable discussing an inferiority-based topic with Black Americans 
compared to Asian Americans. Study 2 utilized a 2 (interaction partner race: African American 
vs. Asian American) x  3 (interaction topic: inferiority vs. foreignness vs. control) between-
subjects design, where African Americans participants were randomly assigned to have an 
inferiority-based, foreignness-based, or RPM-unrelated discussion with either a Black American 
or Asian American interaction partner. This study found that Latinx Americans feel more similar 
in terms of inferiority with a Black American partner compared to an Asian American partner, 
regardless of discussion topic. Latinx American participants also believed an Asian American 
partner would perceive them as inferior compared to a Black American partner, regardless of 
discussion topic. A series of serial mediations showed that inferiority-based similarity and 
inferiority-based meta-perceptions mediate the relationship between interaction partner race and 
target friendship interest, and inferiority-based similarity mediates the relationship between 
interaction partner race and participant friendship interest. These findings suggest that the 
specific shared experiences with discrimination between racial minorities might influence the 
intergroup and interpersonal attitudes and expectations minorities have with one another, 
contributing to a more nuanced understanding of the stigma-based identities that minorities 
possess, and its influence on the identity-based group processes and intergroup relations across 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Racial minorities are an ever-growing population in America.  Although the United 
States is currently 60.4% White, it is projected that by 2044, the number of racial minorities will 
surpass the number of Whites in America (Colby & Ortmann, 2015).  Recent projections from 
the Pew Research Center in 2015 estimate that, by 2055, the breakdown of monoracial groups in 
the United States will be 48% White, 24% Hispanic, 14% Asian, and 13% Black.  The growth of 
the Hispanic, Asian, and Black American populations means these racial groups will constitute a 
larger presence in American society, changing the racial and ethnic makeup of America’s 
neighborhoods, schools, workplaces and political institutions.  From 2000 to 2018, a total of 109 
counties in 22 American states shifted from majority White to majority non-White (Parker et al., 
2018).  As of 2019, racial and ethnic minorities constitute 22% of Congress, with Blacks 
constituting 12% of the House of Representatives (Bialik, 2019).  Additionally, people of color 
amounted to 45% of the undergraduate population in the United States; an increase from 29.6% 
of the undergraduate population in 1996 (Espinosa, Turk, Taylor, & Chessman, 2019).   
The current and projected increase in minority representation means that racial minorities 
will be more likely to interact with one another within America’s social institutions, raising the 
question: how do racial minorities perceive and treat each other in these social contexts?  
Researchers have started to reach beyond White-minority intergroup relations and focus on 
minority-minority interracial interactions that reflect the changing demographics in America 
more accurately (Richeson & Craig, 2011).  Referred to as intra-minority intergroup relations 
(intraminority relations hereafter), this body of literature applies the social identity theory (Tajfel 
& Turner, 1986) to intergroup relations between racial minorities (Richeson & Craig, 2011).  




Intraminority relations research to understand how minorities might perceive and treat one 
another in a rapidly diversifying minority population: the common ingroup identity model 
(Gaertner & Dovidio, 2009) and the social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986).  The common 
ingroup identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2009) posits that minorities might feel a sense of 
solidarity with other racial minorities when the commonalities between their racial groups are 
made salient, facilitating more harmonious intraminority relations (Craig & Richeson, 2016; 
Richeson & Craig, 2011).  In contrast, the social identity threat theory (Branscombe, Ellemers, 
Spears & Doosje, 1999) posits that minorities might experience social identity threat within the 
context of a rapidly diversifying America. In this context, racial minorities may fear that the 
growth of the minority population will threaten to diminish the distinct social and political value 
of their racial category (Branscombe et al., 1999; Craig & Richeson, 2011), causing them to 
make distinctions between their racial group and other racial minority groups in ways that 
produce negative outcomes for intraminority relations.  Taking these two theories into account 
allows researchers to be more nuanced about the attitudes and perceptions that racial minorities 
have towards one another, and how these perceptions lead to harmonious or harmful interactions 
between members of different racial minority groups. 
The current research project seeks to extend the intraminority relations research by 
focusing on the specific stigma-based identity factors that might contribute to positive or 
negative interpersonal relations between racial minorities in different social situations.  There is a 
large assumption that racial minorities share a single minority identity due to their shared 
disadvantage compared to White Americans (Richeson & Craig, 2011).  Indeed, the majority of 
Blacks, Hispanics, and Asians claim that they have faced discrimination in America (Horowitz, 




which racial minority groups share and differ on.  For example, household income data from 
2014 suggests that the average household income for Hispanics and Blacks is lower than that of 
Whites, but the average household income for Asians is actually more similar to, and in some 
cases, higher than Whites (Parker, Horowitz, & Mahl, 2016).  Additionally, Blacks and 
Hispanics are more than two times more likely to be poor compared to Asians and Whites 
(Parker, Horowitz, & Mahl, 2016).  Both Blacks and Hispanics report personal experiences with 
discrimination but have different explanations for why they were discriminated against.  Blacks 
state that the discrimination they face is due to their race or ethnicity, where people were 
suspicious of them or though they lacked intelligence because of their Blackness (Parker, 
Horowitz, & Mahl, 2016).  In contrast, Hispanics state that they are more likely to experience 
prejudice for speaking a language other than English in public (Pew Social Trends, 2018), being 
told to “go back to their home country” or being unfairly discriminated against because of their 
Spanish-dominant lingual choice.   
Each racial minority group also differs on the extent to which they believe their race or 
ethnicity affects their life outcomes in American society.  A larger percentage Blacks state that 
being Black has hurt their ability to excel in America (Horowitz, Brown, & Cox, 2019; Parker, 
Horowitz, & Mahl, 2016).  In contrast, a larger percentage of Hispanics and Asians state that 
their race has neither helped or hurt their ability to excel in America, with a sizable percentage 
stating that being Hispanic or Asian has actually helped their ability to get ahead in America 
(Horowitz, Brown, & Cox, 2019).   
 Based on this data, it is clear that some racial minority groups have similar experiences 
with discrimination, and some racial groups differ on their experiences with discrimination.   




on would provide a deeper understanding of the intergroup relations between racial minorities, as 
racial minorities do not all experience discrimination in the same way.  Current intraminority 
relations research finds that highlighting shared disadvantages between minority groups 
influences the intergroup attitudes and behaviors that minorities display towards one another 
(Cortland et al., 2017; Craig & Richeson, 2016).  The similarities and differences in disadvantage 
might explain why some racial minorities feel as though they get along with one minority group 
over another.  In this case, racial minorities might feel closer to other racial minorities that have 
similar stigmatized experiences as them and feel distant from other racial minorities when they 
do not share similar stigmatized experiences.  
Recent data from Pew Social Trends (2019) on racial minorities’ perceptions of 
intergroup relations between racial groups supports this reasoning.  Specifically, Blacks believe 
that they get along with Hispanics (83%) more than Asians (68%), Hispanics believe that they 
get along with Blacks (69%) and Asians (73%) similarly, and Asians believe they get along with 
Hispanics (75%) more than Blacks (58%; Horowitz, Brown, & Cox, 2019).  Therefore, there is a 
pattern of positive intergroup relations across different racial minority dyads that is in line with 
their disadvantaged experiences in America.  Blacks might feel as though they can get along 
more with Hispanics than Asians because they share socioeconomic inferiority.  Asians might 
feel as though they can get along more with Asians than Blacks because they share a sense of 
cultural foreignness in America.  Hispanics might feel as though they can get along similarly 
with Blacks and Asians because they share socioeconomic inferiority with Blacks, and cultural 
foreignness with Asians. 
Based on this purpose, several quantitative studies will focus on answering the following 




minorities influence the potential for intraminority friendship formation?  The proposed studies 
will utilize the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017) to explore the identity-based 
factors that influence intergroup relations between racial minorities in America.  The model 
proposes that the minority experience in the United States is centered on two perceived 
dimensions of disadvantage: status (inferior/superior) and Americanness (foreign/American). 
The inferiority dimension places U.S. racial groups along dimensions of economic and 
intellectual standing, while the foreignness/Americanness dimension places racial groups along a 
spectrum ranging from perceived foreignness to alignment with prototypical American values 
and practices (Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  The two axes together provide a positional framework for 
different racial groups in society: Whites are viewed as superior and American; Blacks are 
perceived as inferior and American; Asians are superior and foreign; and Latinx are both inferior 
and foreign. 
Using the RPM to unpack intraminority relations has the potential to give researchers the 
ability to predict the conditions in which minorities may experience positive intergroup relations 
with one another in different social contexts. This approach challenges the common assumptions 
that racial minorities are a single monolithic group based on their experiences with subordination 
against White Americans. According to the RPM, each racial group has distinct experiences with 
stigma. Not every minority group experiences racial stigma similarly, so it is not sufficient to 
assume that racial minorities have an inherent common ingroup identity. Being specific about the 
dimensions of stigma that minorities believe they share with other minority groups will provide a 
framework to understand which dimensions of stigma might motivate perceived similarity, and 




This research also extends the Intraminority relations research into a friendship formation 
context. Previous research has focused on stigma-based solidarity and coalition-building (Craig 
& Richeson, 2016). What has not been explored is whether racial minorities would befriend one 
another in interpersonal interactions where they might be stigmatized. Intergroup friendship is an 
important contributor to cross-group coalition-building. For example, college freshmen with a 
greater percentage of underrepresented minority friends were more likely to be involved in 
collective action behaviors on campus (Carter et al., 2017). Therefore, fostering friendship 
between racial minorities has the potential to build solidarity between minorities, making 
interethnic friendship formation an integral part of understanding and improving intraminority 
relations.  
This dissertation uses the RPM as a framework for understanding Latinx Americans’ 
interaction expectations and the potential for friendship when anticipating an interpersonal 
interaction with a Black or Asian American interaction partner. Despite the fact that Latinx 
Americans are one of the fastest growing minority groups in America (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2017), there is limited research on Latinx American’s discrete experiences with race, and how 
these experiences influence their intergroup attitudes and behaviors towards other minority 
groups. Latinx Americans hold a distinct racial position in American society compared to Black 
Americans and Asian Americans, given that Latinx Americans are perceived as both inferior and 
foreign in American society, sharing inferiority with Black Americans and foreignness with 
Asian Americans (Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  This research specifically examines whether priming 
Latinx Americans with foreignness—an axis of discrimination they share with Asian people—
and priming Latinx Americans with inferiority—an axis of discrimination they share with Black 




them to feel similar to their interaction partner, influencing the extent to which they believe their 
partner will discriminate against them, and their interest in befriending their interaction partner.  
In line with stigma-based solidarity research (Craig & Richeson, 2016), shared or 
unshared experiences with discrimination are expected to affect the extent to which Latinx 
Americans feel similar to Black and Asian Americans. Additionally, people are more likely to 
have positive attitudes towards, and be more interested in befriending people who are similar to 
themselves (for a meta-analysis, see Montoya & Horton, 2013). Overall, Latinx Americans are 
predicted to feel similar to, have more positive interaction expectations towards, and be more 
interested in friendship with Black Americans or Asian Americans when their shared subordinate 
identity is made salient during an interracial interaction.   
Chapter 2 will summarize the Intraminority relations and RPM research relative to the 
goals of the dissertation. Chapter 3 is a preliminary pilot study testing the proposed theoretical 
model and addressing some assumptions about the racial position model and Intraminority 
friendship formation. Chapter 4 outlines the methods and results of the two studies I conducted 
for the dissertation. Chapter 5 summarizes these findings and discusses the theoretical and 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
Social Identity Theory and Intraminority Interactions 
Social psychology researchers have started to reach beyond White-minority intergroup 
interactions relations and focus on minority-minority interracial interactions that reflect the 
changing demographics in America.  Referred to as intra-minority intergroup relations 
(intraminority relations hereafter), this body of literature uses the social identity theory (Tajfel & 
Turner, 1986) to make inferences about the attitudes and behaviors that members of one low-
status and/or minority group display toward members of a different low-status and/or minority 
group (Richeson & Craig, 2011).  Social identity theory (Tajfel & Turner, 1986) highlights the 
significance of group membership in intergroup relations, suggesting that people use the 
definitional characteristics of the social groups they belong to as a method of perceiving the 
similarities and differences between their own ingroup and other social groups.  These 
perceptions play an important role in the perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors that influence 
social relations between members of different social groups (Brewer, 1999).  Compared to 
outgroup members, people expect to be perceived positively by ingroup members (Voraurer, 
Main, & O’Connell, 1998), are more likely to approach ingroup members (Palladino & Castelli, 
2008), and form friendships with ingroup members (Hogg & Turner, 1985), making group 
membership perceptions a driving force behind the interpersonal expectations and experiences 
between individuals from different social groups.   
Intraminority relations researchers have used two seminal social identity theories, the 
common ingroup identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2009) and the social identity threat theory 
(Tajfel & Turner, 1986), to understand how minorities might perceive and treat one another in a 




minorities tend to identify more with other racial minorities when the commonalities between 
their racial groups are made salient (Craig & Richeson, 2011).  This is accomplished by 
emphasizing an overarching “minority” ingroup identity that a multitude of minority groups 
might also fit under.  Research suggests that feelings of similarity and shared experiences with 
discrimination are the mediating mechanisms provoking stigma-based solidarity between 
minority communities (Craig & Richeson, 2012).  For instance, racial minorities who are primed 
with information about the discrimination their racial group faces in American tend to possess 
stronger feelings of similarity with other racial minority groups, leading to more positive 
intergroup attitudes towards the outgroup as a whole (Craig & Richeson, 2012; Glasford & 
Calcagno, 2012; Sanchez, 2008).  This work suggests that invoking a sense of shared minority 
identity can cause racial minorities to express positive intergroup attitudes and behaviors towards 
individuals from other racial minority groups.   
In contrast, the social identity threat perspective of intraminority relations posits that 
these shifting racial demographics may also produce friction within the minority population for 
several reasons.  According to social identity threat theory (Shelton, Richeson, & Vorauer, 
2006), racial minorities might feel a sense of identity threat in contexts where their 
disadvantaged identity is made salient, fearing that racial outgroup members will discriminate 
against them for these reasons.  These concerns produce intergroup anxiety (Stephan & Stephan, 
1985), causing people to become apprehensive about the prospect of engaging in interracial 
interactions.  People avoid interracial interactions as a result (Plant & Devine, 2003; Tropp, 
2003), producing negative consequences for intergroup interactions by hindering the 




Researchers posit that racial minorities might experience social identity threat when 
racial minorities are grouped into a single “minority” category because they believe that their 
racial group’s experiences are unique from the experiences of others (Branscombe et al., 1999).  
As a result, minorities may be motivated to emphasize the categorical differences between their 
racial group and other racial groups (optimal distinctiveness theory; Brewer, 1991; Brewer & 
Roccas, 2001), making it difficult for them to perceive similarities between their racial group and 
other racial minority groups (Mlicki & Ellemers, 1996).  Racial minorities also tend to 
discriminate against other similar racial outgroups when their group’s status is under threat of 
being diminished, derogating outgroup members to renew their sense of self-esteem (for a 
review, see Rubin & Hewstone, 1998).  For example, an experiment exposing Black and Asian 
participants to information about a growing Hispanic population in the United States caused 
them to develop more conservative beliefs and support more conservative policies, such as 
building a border wall (Craig & Richeson, 2018).  
In sum, the increasing minority population has the potential to both promote and prevent 
the potential and quality of intergroup contact between members of different minority groups.  
Applying the social identity theory to intraminority relations research allows for a more nuanced 
understanding of how racial minorities associate with one other.  For instance, the social identity 
perspective can provide an understanding of how minorities can express both solidarity and 
prejudice towards other minority groups.  This is especially important when considering how 
minorities differ in the extent to which they express solidarity with minority outgroup members 
facing prejudice from Whites (Craig & Richeson, 2012).  In this case, the degree to which 
perceived discrimination fosters solidarity or separation between racial minorities may depend 




instance, high status, positively stereotyped minorities might be more likely to discriminate 
against low-status minorities to preserve their group’s status, whereas low status minorities 
might be more likely to build coalitions with other minorities to strengthen the minority 
population as a whole (Richeson & Craig, 2011).  By focusing on the distinct racialized identities 
of each racial minority group, researchers can use minorities’ feelings of similarity and 
distinctiveness with other minority groups to understand the intergroup attitudes and behaviors 
that racial minorities display towards one another.  
Unpacking the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017) 
Intraminority relations research provides an effective way to understand the identity-
based conditions that lead to positive or negative relations between racial minorities.  The current 
field of intraminority relations would benefit by unpacking the specific dimensions of similarity 
and distinctiveness that racial minorities perceive with one another.  The proposed studies utilize 
the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017) to provide a more nuanced understanding of 
how each racial group is positioned within the larger racial hierarchy of the United States.  Many 
previous racial position models in America place Whites as the superior group, with Blacks as 
the devalued and subordinate group (Sidanius & Pratto, 2004).  However, rapid immigration in 
the United States has caused the growth of different ethnic groups, with Latinos and Asians as 
the fastest growing ethnic groups in America (Colby & Ortman, 2015).  The question then arises: 
how do these two new racial groups fit into the larger racial fabric of the United States?   
Research on people’s stigmatized attitudes about Asians and Latinos has suggested that 
there is variability in how these two minority groups are positioned in comparison to African 
Americans.  Some research suggests that both Black and Latinos are stereotyped as unintelligent 




to which group is discriminated against more, with some work suggesting that Latinos face less 
discrimination than Blacks (Sears & Savalei, 2006) and other work suggesting that 
discrimination is worse for Latinos compared to Blacks (Axt, Ebersole, & Nosek, 2014).  
Additionally, research suggests that Asians are “model minorities,” positively stereotyped as 
high achieving and competent (Fiske et al., 2002); and in some cases, more competent than 
Whites (Cheryan & Bodenhausen, 2011).  Asians are afforded more status than Black and 
Latinos because of this but are still considered lower status compared Whites, regardless of their 
competence and prestige (Bergsieker, Shelton, & Richeson, 2010; Vorauer & Sakamoto, 2008).  
Although each minority group is considered low status relative to Whites, there is inconsistency 
in the reasons why each racial group is stigmatized, as well as the extent to which they are 
stigmatized in American society.   
Many previous hierarchical models of status and race in America have emphasized the 
extent to which each racial group is inferior to Whites, creating a unidimensional linear racial 
hierarchy with Whites on the top, followed by Asians, Blacks, and Latinos (Fiske et al., 2002; 
Bergsieker, Shelton, & Richeson, 2010; Sidanius & Pratto, 2004).  These models do well to 
provide an understanding of social status but are limited due to the fact that they do not consider 
other possible dimensions of subordination that determine the types stigma that each racial group 
might be subject to within the status quo of American society (Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  Indeed, 
some racial groups in America are stigmatized due to their perceived inferiority to Whites 
(Sidanius, Feshbach, Levin, & Pratto, 1997), but some racial groups are also stigmatized due to 
their perceptions as outsiders within the context of American society and whether they adhere to 
American cultural norms and traditions (Devos & Banaji, 2005; Wenzel, Mummendey, & 




Asians and Latinos, whose cultural norms and traditions might clash with the values of the 
American way of life.  With the rise of immigration in the United States, assimilation becomes a 
very important factor in terms of whether an emerging racial group will hold status within the 
context of the United States.  Given this, it is not enough to understand the racial hierarchy of the 
United States solely based on inferiority to Whites.  Focusing on one dimension of stigma does 
not paint the full picture of racial subordination in the United States. 
Social psychologists have started to conceptualize models of stigma that simultaneously 
incorporate multiple dimensions of subordination to determine the social status of racial groups 
in the United States.  One major theory is the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  
This model details two axes of subordination that paint a clearer picture of the perceived social 
status of each racial group within the racial hierarchy in the United States.  The model proposes 
that the social status of each racial group in the United States is centered on two perceived 
dimensions of subordination: perceived inferiority (inferior/superior) and perceived cultural 
foreignness (foreign/American).  The inferiority dimension focuses on the perceived economical 
and intellectual (i.e., competence) standing of their racial group in the United States.  In this 
dimension, racial groups that are superior (and thus, high status) are thought to be engage in 
activities and occupations that are associated with prestige, such as attending and succeeding in 
academically rigorous schools, or having high-paying jobs.  Those who are inferior are seen as 
uneducated and are thought to work in low-paying positions, such as service jobs.  The cultural 
foreignness dimension focuses on how representative an individual is of the prototypical 
American relative to how closely their racial group adheres to American values and practices.  
Those who are perceived as American are thought to value meritocracy, democracy, and 




Christianity.  Those who are perceived as culturally foreign are perceived to lack the ability to 
speak English, practice non-Christian religions, and may adhere to values that are aligned with 
the cultural norms of their native countries.   
The two axes together provide a positional framework for different racial groups in 
society.  As the dominant racial group in the United States, Whites are viewed as more superior 
(Sidanius & Pratto, 2004) and American (see: Devos & Mohamed, 2014) than every racial group 
in America.  Blacks and Latinos are perceived as inferior compared to Whites, as they are 
stereotyped as incompetent (Fiske et al, 2002), poor (Devine, 1989), and criminal (Eberhardt, 
Goff, Purdie, & Davies, 2004; Wilson, 1996).  However, Asians are perceived as superior to 
Blacks and Latinos due to being positively stereotyped as competent and high achieving 
(Cheryan & Bodenhausen, 2011; Fiske et al., 2002; Oyserman & Sakamoto, 1997).  Despite this, 
Asians are still perceived as inferior to Whites, who use these positive stereotypes to derogate 
Asians (Lin, Kwan, Cheung, & Fiske, 2005; Siy & Cheryan, 2013).  In terms of perceived 
cultural foreignness, Blacks are perceived as more American compared to Asians and Latinos.  
This is due to Blacks’ role in shaping political history and civil rights in the United States (Sears 
& Saveli, 2006), coupled with Blacks’ social influence on American mainstream culture (e.g., 
music, fashion, art, language; Hooks, 1992).  However, Blacks are still perceived as less 
American relative to Whites (Devos & Banaji, 2005), as they are thought to be a symbolic threat 
to American values such as meritocracy (Kinder & Sears, 1981).  Conversely, Latinos and 
Asians are perceived as “perpetual foreigners” compared to Blacks and Whites in the United 
States (Armenta et al., 2013; Cheryan & Monin, 2005; Devos & Banaji, 2005), and are 
stereotyped as being born outside the United States (Mukherjee, Molina, & Adams, 2013) or 




these two dimensions of stigma position Whites as superior and American; Blacks as inferior and 
American; Asians superior and foreign; and Latinx both inferior and foreign. 
The two-dimensional nature of the Racial Position Model has important implications for 
each racial group in America. The primary objective of the Racial Position Model is to explain 
the specific kinds of prejudice and discrimination that each racial group contends with in 
American society, allowing researchers to hone in on the unique experiences of discrimination 
that each racial group faces.  For instance, when and how racial minorities expect to be 
discriminated against may be largely influenced by the type of stigmatized perceptions that the 
greater society holds of their group.  Specifically, those perceived as inferior might be most 
concerned about being perceived as incompetent (Fiske et al., 2002), whereas those perceived as 
culturally foreign might be most concerned about appearing un-American (Cheryan & Monin, 
2005). Additionally, this model indicates that some racial groups experience similar or different 
forms of discrimination.  Specifically, Blacks and Latinos are both perceived as inferior, and 
Asians and Latinos are both perceive as culturally foreign.  As detailed in the next section, this 
has important implications for intergroup relations between racial minorities.   
Using the RPM to Further Understand Intraminority Intergroup Relations  
The proposed studies utilize the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017) to explain 
how racial minorities in America perceive and expect to be treated by other minority groups.  
Indeed, members of racial minority groups are aware of their racial group’s position of 
inferiority/superiority and cultural foreignness/Americanness within the context of American 
society, as well as the positions of other racial groups (Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  We reason that 
racial minorities’ may use their perceptions of their racial group’s levels of inferiority/superiority 




racial group and other racial outgroups.  These similarities and differences will play a large role 
in the expectations between racial minorities in interpersonal interactions, with these 
expectations influencing the desire for racial minorities to form friendships with one another.  
Using the RPM to unpack intraminority relations has the potential to give researchers the ability 
to understand and predict the expectations that racial minorities may have when anticipating 
interactions with other racial minorities. 
Researchers have used perceived intergroup similarity/dissimilarity to detail the ways in 
which people from different social groups form relationships with one another.  According to the 
similarity-attraction theory (Byrne, 1969; Bryne & Nelson, 1965), people use the perceived 
similarities and differences they have with other individuals as a proxy for interpersonal 
attraction, where people tend to have positive attitudes towards others whom they perceive as 
similar in values, interests, and experiences (for a meta-analysis, see: Montoya, Horton, & 
Kirchner, 2008).  These perceived similarities and differences are especially important for the 
social interactions that people have with novel interaction partners.  For example, the presences 
similarly stereotyped outgroup members buffers people against the negative cognitive 
consequences of social identity threat (Chaney, Sanchez, & Remedios, 2018). Additionally, in a 
multicultural context, individuals who perceive attitudinal similarities between their racial 
ingroup and other racial outgroups were more likely to want to associate with racial outgroup 
members (Osbeck, Moghaddam, & Perreault, 1997).  Furthermore, people tend to like outgroup 
members more when they believe that they share identical subjective experiences with the 
outgroup person (Pinel, Long, Landau, Alexander, & Pyszczynski, 2006).  The intensity in which 
people desire to befriend outgroup acquaintances increases when individuals possess positive 




outgroup members as similar to their ingroup are more readily able to engage in social contact 
with outgroup members (Roccas & Schwartz, 1993), increasing the likelihood that they are to 
form friendships with members of the outgroup (Selfhout, Denissen, Branje, & Meeus, 2009).  
This makes intergroup similarity a driving force behind the interpersonal expectations and 
experiences between individuals from different social groups.   
I reason that the Racial Position Model can be used to understand and assess the 
perceived similarities and differences between racial minorities.  Research suggests that shared 
experiences with discrimination breed feelings of perceived similarity between racial minorities, 
mediating the downstream intergroup consequences between racial minorities (Craig & 
Richeson, 2012, 2016).  However, the degree to which shared discrimination fosters perceived 
similarity between racial minorities may depend on whether the type of discrimination is 
similarly felt across minority communities.  If this is the case, then racial minorities might use 
their position on the Racial Position Model relative to other racial minorities as a proxy for 
perceived similarity, influencing their expectations when engaging in interpersonal interactions 
with novel racial minority outgroup members.  For instance, shared experiences of being foreign 
and non-American (Cheryan & Monin, 2005; Riviera, Forquer, & Rangel, 2010; Zou & Cheryan, 
2017), may cause Latinx Americans to perceive similarities between them and Asian Americans, 
rather than among African Americans (who are higher in Americanness).  Contrastingly, shared 
experiences of inferiority in America may cause Latinx Americans to perceive similarities 
between them and Black Americans, rather than Asian Americans (who are higher in 
superiority).  As noted by the similarity-attraction research, the more people perceive similarities 
between their social group and members of other outgroups, the more likely they are to be 




should be more likely to befriend other racial minorities that are similar to them on the Racial 
Position Model.   
In contrast, perceived dissimilarity might inhibit intergroup relations, as people 
oftentimes fear that they will be perceived negatively by dissimilar others (Finchilescu, 2005).  
Indeed, it is quite common for people to find interethnic interactions difficult.  One explanation 
for this difficulty stems from social identity threat (Shelton, Richeson, & Vorauer, 2006), where 
people experience a threatened sense of self during interracial interactions that arises from the 
fear that they will be stereotyped or devalued because of one of their social identities.  During 
interethnic interactions, people oftentimes fear that cross-race interaction partners will perceive 
them in line with negative stereotypes about their own racial group (Shelton, Richeson, & 
Vorauer, 2006; Vorauer, Hunter, Main, & Roy, 2000; Vorauer, et al., 1998; Wout, Murphy, & 
Steele, 2010).  These identity threat concerns, labeled meta-stereotypes, can have a detrimental 
impact on interactions between White Americans and racial minorities (Vorauer et al.,1998; 
Vorauer et al., 2000).   For example, Black Americans are concerned that White Americans will 
perceive them in line with negative stereotypes about their group during an interethnic 
interaction (Plant & Devine, 1998; Richeson & Trawalter, 2005; Shelton, Richeson, & Salvatore, 
2005; Shelton, West, & Trail, 2010; Vorauer et al., 1998; Vorauer et al., 2000).  These meta-
perceptions concerns may explain why interethnic friendships are rare and hard to sustain 
(Schneider, Dixon, & Udvari, 2007).  Meta-perception concerns produce intergroup anxiety 
(Littleford, Wright, & Sayoc-Parial, 2005; Stephan & Stephan, 1985), causing people to become 
apprehensive about the unpleasant prospect of engaging in cross-group interactions.  People 




Devine, 2003; Richeson & Shelton, 2007; Tropp, 2003), producing negative consequences for 
interracial relations by hindering the development of cross-race friendships (Finchilescu, 2005).   
Differences in social status can be one of many sources of social identity threat that 
people experience during interethnic interactions.  In general, social status affects people’s 
perceptions of social groups, individuals, as well as themselves and the social groups they belong 
to (Fiske, Dupree, Nicholas, & Swencionis, 2016).  The concerns of members of low-status 
groups involve becoming the target of prejudice from individuals higher in status (see Plant, 
2004; Plant & Devine, 2003; Shelton, 2003; Stephan & Stephan, 1985; Vorauer et al., 1998).  
These concerns can produce negative attitudes and feelings about interacting with high-status 
individuals (Richeson & Shelton 2007), disrupting the potential for harmonious interactions 
between high-status and low-status individuals (Trawalter, Richseon, & Shelton, 2009). 
Much of the research on status and intergroup relations has been conducted with high 
status Whites and low-status racial minorities.  However, because of the two-dimensional nature 
of the Racial Position Model, some racial minorities are actually afforded status compared to 
others.  For instance, Black Americans are higher in Americanness than Asian Americans and 
Latin Americans, and Asians are superior compared to African Americans and Latin Americans 
(Zou & Cheryan, 2017).  This status differential may serve as a source of social identity threat 
for racial minorities who are lower in status than their interaction partner in the same way that 
high status Whites elicit social identity threat.  
Intraminority Friendship Formation  
A large body of intergroup relations research has focused on understanding the optimal 
conditions that facilitate friendships between people from different social groups (Allport, 1954; 




the race of an outgroup member’s friendship network, Shapiro, et al., 2011) and situational cues 
(e.g., the diversity of people in a social context, Purdie-Vaughns et al., 2008) surrounding their 
racial outgroup interaction partner to forecast the potential for social identity threat, enabling 
them to determine whether or not their cross-race interaction partner will treat them fairly during 
an interaction (Wout, Shih, Jackson, & Sellers, 2009). These cues can evoke a sense of safety or 
threat from their interaction partner, highlighting the importance of these cues on the discourse 
of interethnic interactions.  
Intergroup friendship research suggests that the similarities and differences that racial 
minority groups have with one another can serve as a social cue that invokes a sense of identity 
safety or identity threat when anticipating a cross-race interaction with a member from another 
racial minority group, ultimately influencing the potential for friendship between racial 
minorities (Selfhout et al., 2009). Additionally, the situational context in which interethnic 
interactions take place might also serve as a situational cue that signals safety or threat, 
promoting or hindering the potential for friendship formation between minority groups. Much 
research on situational cues indicates that the situational context determines the extent to which 
people fear that other people will judge them in accordance with negative stereotypes about their 
group (Murphy, Steele, & Gross, 2007; Murphy & Taylor, 2012; Purdie-Vaughns, Steele, 
Davies, Ditlmann, & Crosby, 2008; Steele, Spencer, & Aronson, 2002; Tajfel & Turner, 1986), 
leading people from stigmatized groups expect to be rejected in situations in which their 
interaction partner might negatively stereotype them.  
Using the RPM to unpack intraminority relations has the potential to demarcate the 
boundaries in which minorities’ shared experiences with race predict whether racial minorities 




is made salient. Based on Latino’s discrete shared experiences of discrimination with African 
Americans and Asian Americans, is it likely to reason that provoking common experiences of 
discrimination between Latinos and Asians (i.e., foreignness) and Latinos and Black people (i.e., 
inferiority) will lead to feelings of similarity between Latinos and Asian Americans or African 
Americans, ultimately increasing the odds to friendship formation between Latinos and members 
of these racial groups. 
Overview of Theoretical Model 
Two dissertation studies seek to combine research on intraminority relations with the 
RPM to determine the attitudes and expectations Latinx Americans have when approaching 
interactions with Black and Asian Americans, as well extent to which Latinx Americans 
minorities are interested in forming friendships with racial minority outgroup members. Figure 1 
serves as a visual representation of the theoretical model I will be testing in my dissertation. I 
reason that the race of their interaction partner, combined with the RPM-related discussion topic, 
can be used to understand the extent to which Latinx Americans believe they are similar to Black 
and Asian Americans. Similarity, or lack thereof, will then predict the extent to which Latinx 
Americans expect Black and Asian Americans to negatively stereotype them during and 
interpersonal interaction, finally explaining the extent to which Latinx Americans believe Black 
and Asian Americans are interested in befriending them, as well as the extent to which Latinx 






Chapter 3: Preliminary Study 
 
The preliminary study utilized a within-subjects experimental design, where Latinx 
American participants answered questions about their RPM-based similarities, RPM-based meta-
perceptions, and friendship interest towards Black Americans, Asian Americans, and White 
Americans. This data was collected to establish that certain theoretical assumptions about the 
RPM model have been operationally tested before moving into the main studies. Based on 
common ingroup identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2006), I hypothesized that Latinx 
Americans would more feel similar in terms of inferiority to Black Americans compared to 
Asian and White Americans and would feel more similar in terms of cultural foreignness with 
Asian Americans compared to Black and White Americans. Based on the social identity threat 
theory (Shelton, Richeson, & Vorauer, 2006), Latinx Americans would also be concerned that 
Asian and White Americans will perceive them as inferior compared to Black Americans and be 
concerned that White and Black Americans will perceive them as foreign compared to Asian 
Americans. Finally, based on the similarity-attraction theory (Rocca & Schwartz, 1993; Selfhout 
et al., 2009), Latinx Americans would believe that Black and Asian Americans were more 
interested in befriending them compared to White Americans and would be more interested in 
befriending Black and Asian Americans compared to White Americans. 
The common ingroup identity model and social identity threat would suggest that RPM-
based similarity and meta perceptions would predict the potential for friendship between Latinx 
Americans and other racial minorities, where Latinx Americans who feel similar to Black and 
Asian Americans on an RPM dimension will not expect their interaction partner to negatively 
stereotype them in an interaction, raising the potential for friendship formation. In contrast, 




expect higher-status minorities to negatively stereotype them in an interaction, decreasing the 
potential for friendship formation. Several serial mediational analyses tested these hypotheses.  
Method 
Design and Procedure 
 I recruited 90 Latinx American participants from a major metropolitan city in the 
Northeast region of the United States. These participants were recruited via opportunity 
sampling, where students in a research methods class shared the experiment with people in their 
social network as part of data collection for a class assignment. One participant was excluded 
from the sample, as they did not complete the entire survey, reducing the final sample to 89 
Latinx American participants (Mage = 21.4, SD = 4.02; 65 females, 23 males). I utilized a within-
subjects experimental design, where, after providing informed consent, Latinx participants were 
asked to rate their attitudes and interaction expectations towards Black Americans, Asian 
Americans, and White Americans. 
Measures 
 Inferiority-Based Similarity. I used a modified version of the Inclusion of Other in the 
Self Scale (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992) to measure inferiority-based similarity. Participants 
were shown a Venn diagram of circles with varying degrees of overlap that represent their sense 
of closeness with others (see Figure 2).  They were then asked to choose a number to indicate 
which picture best describes how similar they feel in terms of social status to a typical person 
from each of the racial groups they were assigned to evaluate. 
 Foreignness-Based Similarity. I used the same modified Inclusion of Other in the Self 
Scale to measure foreignness-based similarity.  Participants were shown the Venn diagrams and 




of cultural foreignness to a typical person from each of the racial groups they were assigned to 
evaluate. 
 Inferiority Meta-Perceptions. Participants were asked to rate the likelihood that each 
racial group they were assigned to evaluate would perceive people from their racial group as 
inferior and low-status on a 7-point Likert Scale (1 = extremely unlikely, 4 = neither likely nor 
unlikely, 7 = extremely likely).  These scores were averaged together to create an inferiority 
meta-perceptions index score for each racial group they evaluated ( = .89). 
 Foreignness Meta-Perceptions. Participants were asked to rate the likelihood that each 
racial group they were assigned to evaluate would perceive people from their racial group as un-
American and foreign on a 7-point Likert Scale (1 = extremely unlikely, 4 = neither likely nor 
unlikely, 7 = extremely likely).  These scores were averaged together to create a foreignness 
meta-perceptions index score for each racial group they evaluated ( = .88). 
 Target Friendship Interest. I adopted 3 questions from Wout and colleagues (2014) to 
assess the extent to which participants believed that people from each racial group would be 
interested in friendship with them (e.g., “What is the likelihood that this person would want to be 
your friend?”). These items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1=extremely unlikely, 
7=extremely likely) and averaged to create a friendship interest measure ( = .89). 
Participant Friendship Interest. I adopted 3 questions from Wout and colleagues 
(2014) to assess the extent to which participants were interested in being friends with people 
from each racial group (e.g., “What is the likelihood that you would be friends with this 
person?”). These items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1=extremely unlikely, 





Inferiority-Based Similarity. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption 
of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) = 25.57, p < .001. A repeated-measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main effect of 
target race on inferiority-based similarity, F(1.6, 86) = 32.10, p < .001, ηp
2 = .27. As predicted, 
pairwise contrasts showed that Latinx American participants felt more similarly in terms of 
inferiority to Black Americans (M = 3.94, SD = 1.76) compared to Asian Americans (M = 2.49, 
SD = 1.33), t(86) = 7.83, p < .001, d = .92, and White Americans (M = 2.30, SD = 1.67), t(86) = 
5.99 , p < .001, d = .96.  There were no significant differences in inferiority-based similarity 
between Asian and White Americans, t(86) = .94, p > .05, d = .13. 
Foreignness-Based Similarity. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the 
assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) = 6.39, p < .05. Therefore, a repeated-measures 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main 
effect of target race on foreignness-based similarity, F(1.9, 86) = 12.08, p < .001, ηp
2 = .12. 
Unexpectedly, pairwise contrasts showed that Latinx American participants felt more similarly in 
terms of foreignness to Black Americans (M = 3.60, SD = 1.73) compared to Asian Americans 
(M = 2.82, SD = 1.72), t(86) = 3.59, p < .001, d = .45, and White Americans (M = 2.42, SD = 
1.86), t(86) = 4.34 , p < .001, d = .66.  Also unexpectedly, there were no significant differences 
in foreignness-based similarity between Asian and White Americans, t(86) = 1.68, p > .05, d = 
.22. 
Inferiority Meta-Perceptions. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the 
assumption of sphericity had not been violated, χ2(2) = 2.34, p > .05.  A repeated-measures 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main 
effect of target race on inferiority meta-perceptions, F(2, 86) = 57.34, p < .001, ηp




expected, pairwise contrasts showed that Latinx American participants were most concerned that 
White Americans (M = 5.28, SD = 1.68) would perceive people from their racial group as 
inferior compared to Black Americans (M = 3.37, SD = 1.38),  t(86) = 6.59, p < .001, d = 1.24,  
and Asian Americans (M = 3.89, SD = 1.43), t(86) = 7.76, p < .001, d = .89.  Latinx American 
participants were also more concerned that Asian Americans would perceive people from their 
racial group as inferior compared to Black Americans, t(86) = 3.00, p < .01, d = .37. 
Foreignness Meta-Perceptions. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the 
assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) = 14.28, p < .001. A repeated-measures 
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main 
effect of target race on foreignness meta-perceptions, F(1.7, 86) = 49.03, p < .001, ηp
2 = .35.  As 
predicted, pairwise contrasts showed that Latinx American participants were most concerned that 
White Americans (M = 5.57, SD = 1.69) would perceive people from their racial group as 
foreign compared to Black Americans (M = 4.23, SD = 1.58),  t(86) = 7.94, p < .001, d = .82, 
and Asian Americans (M = 4.11, SD = 1.51), t(86) = 7.60, p < .001, d = .91. Unexpectedly, 
Latinx American participants were not more concerned that Black Americans would perceive 
people from their racial group as foreign compared to Asian Americans, t(86) = .91, p > .05, d = 
.08. 
Target Friendship Interest. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the assumption 
of sphericity had not been violated, χ2(2) = 5.14,  p > .05.  A repeated-measures analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main effect of 
participant race on target friendship interest, F(2, 86) = 29.32, p < .001, ηp
2 = .25. As predicted, 
pairwise contrasts showed that Latinx American participants thought that Black Americans (M = 




(M = 5.04, SD = 1.29), t(86) = 6.53, p < .001, d =. 0.65, and White Americans (M = 4.87, SD = 
1.42), t(86) = 6.50 , p < .001, d = .75.  Unexpectedly, there were no significant differences in 
target friendship interest between Asian and White Americans, t(86) = 1.34, p >.05, d = .13. 
Participant Friendship Interest. Mauchly's Test of Sphericity indicated that the 
assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ2(2) = 26.62, p < .001, and therefore, a Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was used.  A repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction revealed a significant main effect of participant race on target 
friendship interest, F(1.6, 86) = 18.68, p < .001, ηp
2 = .18. As predicted, pairwise contrasts 
showed that Latinx American participants were more interested in befriending Black Americans 
(M = 6.16, SD = .92) compared to Asian Americans (M = 5.78, SD = 1.09), t(86) = 4.55, p < 
.001, d = .38, and White Americans (M = 5.46, SD = 1.37), t(86) = 5.13 , p < .001, d = .60. 
Latinx participants were also more interested in befriending Asian Americans compared to White 
Americans, t(86) = 2.72, p >.01, d = .26. 
Serial Mediations 
I was interested in conducting serial mediations testing whether the RPM-based similarity 
and RPM-based meta-perceptions variables explained the relationship between the partner race 
and target and participant friendship, respectively. I was specifically interested in testing this 
model comparing Black American and Asian American targets to understand the process of 
friendship formation between Latinx American and other racial minorities.  
To understand the relationship between these pathways, I conducted bivariate 
correlations of the variables to be modeled in the serial mediation. According to Montoya & 
Hayes (2017), within-subjects mediations calculate the mediators as the differences between 




individual component paths for these potentially mediating variables, I subtracted Latinx 
American participants’ RPM-based similarity and meta perceptions scores between Black and 
Asian American targets and used these new scores to conduct these bivariate correlations (see 
Table 1). When doing so, I found that both inferiority-based similarity and foreignness-based 
similarity were both positively related to target and participant friendship interest, respectively. I 
also saw that inferiority-based similarity was not correlated with inferiority-based similarity, but 
foreignness-based similarity was correlated with foreignness-based meta-perceptions. Finally, 
inferiority-based meta perceptions was correlated with target friendship interest but not with 
participant friendship interest. Additionally, foreignness-based meta perceptions was not 
correlated with either target or participant friendship interest.  
Based on the significant and non-significant individual component paths, I conducted 
four mediations, modeling the effects between Black and Asian American targets on target 
friendship interest and participant friendship interest, mediated by inferiority and foreignness-
based similarity, respectively. I ran these serial mediations using MEMORE (Model 1; Montoya 
& Hayes, 2017), allowing me to conduct mediations using within-subjects data.  
Target Friendship Interest. Figure 3 shows the results from the target friendship 
interest mediations. Results from the inferiority mediation showed a significant indirect effect 
from partner race → inferiority-based similarity → target friendship interest, B = .43, SE = .11, 
CI 95% [ .21, 65]. Additionally, results from the foreignness mediation showed a significant 
indirect effect from partner race → foreignness-based similarity → target friendship interest, B = 
.13, SE = .08, CI 95% [.01, .34].     
When examining the effects between pathways in the partner race → inferiority-based 




race and inferiority-based similarity (p < .001), such that Latinx Americans participants feel most 
similar in terms of inferiority towards Black Americans compared to Asian Americans. 
Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship between inferiority-based similarity 
and target friendship interest (p < .001), such that participants who believed they were similar to 
their partner in terms of inferiority were more likely to think their partner was interested in 
befriending them.  
When examining the effects between pathways in the partner race → foreignness-based 
similarity → target friendship interest mediation, we see a positive relationship between partner 
race and inferiority-based similarity (p < .001), such that Latinx Americans participants feel most 
similar in terms of foreignness towards Black Americans compared to Asian Americans. 
Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship between foreignness-based similarity 
and target friendship interest (p < .01), such that participants who believed they were similar to 
their partner in terms of foreignness were more likely to think their partner was interested in 
befriending them.  
Participant Friendship Interest. Figure 4 shows the results from the target friendship 
interest serial mediations. Results from the serial mediation showed a significant indirect effect 
from partner race → inferiority-based similarity → participant friendship interest, B = -.10, SE = 
.04, CI 95% [ -.195, -.018]. Finally, there was a significant indirect effect from partner race → 
foreignness-based similarity → target friendship interest, B = .10, SE = .05, CI 95% [.03, .21].     
When examining the effects between pathways in the significant indirect effect from → 
inferiority-based similarity → participant friendship interest mediation, we see a positive 
relationship between partner race and inferiority-based similarity (p < .001), such that Latinx 




compared to Asian Americans. Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship 
between inferiority-based similarity and participant friendship interest (p < .001), such that 
participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of inferiority were more 
likely to want to befriend their interaction partner.  
When examining the effects between pathways in the partner race → foreignness-based 
similarity → participant friendship interest mediation, we see a positive relationship between 
partner race and inferiority-based similarity (p < .001), such that Latinx Americans participants 
feel most similar in terms of foreignness towards Black Americans compared to Asian 
Americans. Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship between foreignness-based 
similarity and participant friendship interest (p < .01), such that participants who believed they 
were similar to their partner in terms of foreignness were more likely to want to befriend their 
partner.  
Discussion 
 Pilot data testing Latinx Americans’ RPM-based similarity, meta perceptions, and 
friendship expectations towards other racial groups showed mixed evidence supporting my 
hypotheses based on the RPM dimensions between Latinx Americans and other races. In line 
with hypotheses, Latinx Americans felt more similar in terms of inferiority to Black Americans 
compared to Asian and White Americans. Unexpectedly, Latinx Americans also felt more 
similar in terms of cultural foreignness to Black Americans compared to Asian and White 
Americans. Additionally, Latinx Americans were more concerned that Asian and White 
Americans would perceive people from their racial group as inferior compared to Black 
Americans but were not more concerned that Black Americans would perceive people from their 




thought Black Americans were most interested in befriending them and were also most interested 
in befriending Black Americans, followed by Asian Americans and White Americans.  
Mediation analyses found that inferiority and foreignness-based similarity both explain 
Latinx participants’ target and participant interest effects between Black and Asian Americans, 
respectively. It is important to note that Latinx Americans felt more similar in terms of both 
inferiority and foreignness with Black Americans compared to Asian Americans, contrary to 
hypotheses that Latinx Americans would feel more similar in terms of foreignness with Asian 
Americans and similar in terms of inferiority with Black Americans.  However, the more similar 
Latinx Americans felt in terms of inferiority and foreignness to Black and Asian Americans, the 
more they thought people from these racial groups were interested in befriending them, and the 
more they were interested in befriending people from these racial groups. Despite this, results 
still support my hypotheses based on the common ingroup identity model and intraminority 
friendship formation (Craig & Richeson, 2011; Gaertner & Dovidio, 2009); that shared 
discrimination between racial minorities breeds feelings of similarity that increase the potential 
for friendship formation between racial minorities.  
Although I anticipated that Latinx Americans’ RPM-based meta perceptions between 
Black and Asian Americans would differ based on the RPM dimension, this hypothesis was 
supported only for inferiority-based meta-perceptions. Because Black Americans are perceived 
as more American on the RPM, I anticipated that Latinx Americans would be more concerned 
that Black Americans would perceive them as foreign compared to Asian Americans. In actually, 
there were no significant differences in the extent to which Latinx participants expected Black 
and Asian Americans to be stereotype them as foreign. This could be because, although Black 




considered less American than White Americans (Zou & Cheryan, 2017). In this case, Black 
Americans might not be “American” enough to elicit identity threat in Latinx Americans. 
However, Asian Americans are perceived as equally superior to White Americans, and in some 
instances, Asian Americans can be thought of as more superior than White Americans (Zou & 
Cheryan, 2017). Therefore, the concern of being perceived as inferior by Asians could be a more 
realistic and salient source of identity threat for Latinx Americans, which could explain why 
Latinx Americans expected an Asian American to perceive them as inferior compared to a Black 
American.  
 There are some methodological and theoretical limitations that may explain the 
inconsistency of results. First, the preliminary studies asked participants the extent to which they 
feel similar in terms of inferiority and foreignness to each racial group, hoping to see different 
outcomes on these variables based on the RPM positions that each racial group occupies. 
However, the results between the inferiority and foreignness similarity measures are highly 
correlated with one another (see Table 1). This could be for multiple reasons. For one, the RPM 
posits that the inferiority and cultural foreignness dimensions are distinct from, but also highly 
correlated with one another (Zou & Cheryan, 2017). If this is the case, then perhaps measuring 
similarity and meta perceptions in line with each RPM dimension might not be an effective way 
to operationalize peoples’ attitudes towards other racial groups. Additionally, these measures 
were not counterbalanced, and the inferiority measures always appeared before the foreignness 
measures. So, participants may have mirrored their foreignness answers based on their inferiority 
answers. I also did not provide concrete definitions of social status and cultural foreignness, 




way that produces inconsistent results. Counterbalancing and defining these measures may 
provide more accurate responses from participants and will be done so in the dissertation studies. 
Additionally, I did not have strict inclusion and exclusion criteria these samples. There 
were no citizenship status or place of birth questions in the demographic questionnaire. Because 
of this, some participants may have been immigrants, which could have altered the results, 
meaning that I was unable to ensure that my sample of participants were current Latinx 
American citizens born in America. Additionally, the students from whom the participants data 
were collected attend a college located in New York City, New York. This could make for a 
sample of Latinx Americans that is not fully representative of the entirety of the Latinx 
American population in the United States. These data collection issues raise replicability issues 
that could have potentially influenced the results from this study in unexpected ways. 
I will take several actions in my subsequent dissertation studies to account for some of 
the aforementioned limitations. First, because I am focusing on studying the Latinx American 
population specifically, I will use pre-screening methods that ensure the participants in my 
studies will be natural-born American citizens of Hispanic/Latinx descent who are current U.S. 
citizens. These studies will also utilize a between-subjects design instead of within-subjects, 
where Latinx American participants will be randomly assigned to have an online interaction with 
a Black or Asian American interaction partner (studies 1 & 2).  I will remove White American 
targets from these studies to focus on Latinx Americans’ RPM-based similarity, meta 
perceptions, and friendship expectations towards other racial minorities specifically. In addition 
to counterbalancing and defining the inferiority and foreignness-based similarity measures, I will 
include a global similarity measure to see whether Latinx Americans truly feel more similar to 




addition, I will use RPM-specific stereotype content items from Zou & Cheryan (2017) to more 





Chapter 4: Study 1 
 
In study 1, I led Latinx American participants to expect an online interaction with either a 
Black or Asian American interaction partner, with the goal of examining if their feelings of 
RPM-based similarity and RPM-based meta perceptions differ based on the race of their 
interaction partner. Study 1 improved upon the shortcomings of study 1 in multiple ways. First, I 
added a global similarity measure in addition to the RPM-based similarity measures, which 
allowed me to understand participants’ general and RPM-specific feelings of similarity as they 
relate to each other. I also defined inferiority and cultural foreignness in the similarity measures, 
providing clarify to participants that might produce more operational validity to these measures. 
To increase operational validity in the RPM-based meta perceptions measures, I used the RPM-
specific stereotype content measures found in Zou & Cheryan (2017), asking participants the 
extent to which they believed their interaction partner would perceive them in line with this list 
of stereotypes. Latinx American participants in study 1 were also asked to choose a topic they 
wish to discuss with their partner from a list of three topics; one inferiority-based topic, one 
foreignness-based, and an RPM-unrelated topic as a control. Due to Latinx Americans’ 
similarities and differences with Asian Americans and Black Americans in superiority/inferiority 
and Americanness, Latinx Americans may diverge in their desire to interact with Asian 
Americans and Black Americans based on the situational context surrounding the interaction.   
In an attempt to replicate results from the preliminarily study in a between-subjects 
experiment, I hypothesized that Latinx Americans would feel more similar in terms of inferiority 
to a Black American (vs. Asian American) interaction partner and believe that an Asian 
American (vs. Black American) interaction partner would be more likely to negatively stereotype 




would be more likely to choose to have an inferiority-based discussion topic with a Black 
American (vs. Asian American) interaction partner and would be more likely to choose to have a 
cultural foreignness discussion topic with an Asian American (vs. Black American) interaction 
partner. Latinx Americans would also feel more comfortable having an inferiority-based 
discussion with a Black American interaction partner and feel more comfortable discussing a 
foreignness-based discussion with an Asian American interaction partner. Because of the 
operational improvements to the foreignness-based similarity and meta perceptions measures, I 
still hypothesized that Latinx Americans would feel more similar in terms of cultural foreignness 
to an Asian American (vs. Black American) interaction partner and expect Latinx Americans to 
believe a Black American partner would perceive them as culturally foreign, despite finding null 
effects for these hypotheses in the preliminarily study.  
In regard to the global similarity measure, it is possible that there would be no significant 
differences in Latinx Americans’ perceptions of similarity between Black and Asian Americans 
since RPM states that Latinx Americans share a dimension of subordination with Black and 
Asian Americans simultaneously. However, because Latinx Americans in the preliminary study 
perceived Black Americans as similar to them in terms of both inferiority and foreignness, it is 
also possible that Latinx Americans would generally feel more similar to Black Americans 
compared to Asian Americans, regardless of the RPM. Including this measure in study 1 allowed 
me to explore these possibilities.  
Study 1 
In Study 1 I utilized a between-subjects experimental design, where Latinx Americans 
participants were asked about their intergroup attitudes, feelings, and behaviors when 




Study 1 Participants and Design 
An a priori power analysis with G*Power indicated that 128 participants would be 
needed to detect a significant effect size of Cohen’s d = .25 with two comparison groups (based 
on the two conditions in this study), an  of .05, and a  of .80.  Thus, I recruited 158 Latinx 
Americans aged 18-35 for Study 1 via Prolific Panels. Prolific is a survey panel platform that 
allows researchers to recruit niche or representative samples on-demand. On Prolific, the 
researcher selects the specific demographics for the participants they wish to collect. Participants 
who match the selected demographics are given the option to take the study, while those who do 
not match the demographic requirements are not.  
Here, I selected participants aged 18 to 35 years of age who self-identify as 
“Hispanic/Latino(a)”, who were born in the United States, and are current U.S. citizens. 
Additionally, participants were required to confirm their eligibility in a demographic survey prior 
to providing informed consent. After data collection, thirty participants were excluded from 
analyses due to listing an additional race besides Hispanic/Latinx American on this survey, thus 
ensuring that these participants were indeed Latinx American. Out of the remaining participants, 
eight were excluded from analyses due to failing the study’s manipulation check. No statistical 
outliers were detected in the data, bringing the final sample size to 120 Latinx American 
participants (Mage = 25.1, SD = 4.7, 45.8% female), equating to 60 participants per condition. 
Study 1 Procedure 
After providing informed consent, Latinx Americans were told that they are participating 
in research designed to test new practices for the “Digital Friendship Initiative,” an online 
platform attempting to create a large, digital network of people from across the United States, 




daily lives. Participants first filled out a short profile of themselves, asking for their basic 
demographic information.  Then, participants were told that they would be having a short with 
another same-sex participant who is ostensibly taking the study at the same time via an online 
messaging system.  Participants then exchanged demographic information with their supposed 
partner (name, age, gender, race/ethnicity).  All demographic information was be standardized 
except for the race of their interaction partner, who self-reported as either Black American or 
Asian American. Following this choice, participants answered a questionnaire assessing their 
attitudes and interaction expectations towards their interaction partner. They were then given the 
opportunity to choose what they would like to discuss with their partner. After being assessed for 
suspicion, participants were debriefed about the true nature of the study.  They then received a 
code to enter into Prolific to receive compensation. 
Study 1 Measures 
Similarity. I used a modified version of the Inclusion of Other in the Self Scale (Aron et 
al., 1992) to measure how similar participants felt to their assigned interaction partner. 
Participants will be shown a seven Venn diagrams of circles with varying degrees of overlap that 
represent their sense of closeness with others (see Figure 1).  Participants will then be asked to 
choose a number to indicate which picture best describes how similar they feel towards their 
interaction partner. 
 Inferiority-Based Similarity. I used a modified version of the Inclusion of Other in the 
Self Scale (Aron, Aron, & Smollan, 1992) to measure inferiority-based similarity. Participants 
were shown a Venn diagram of circles with varying degrees of overlap that represent their sense 




which picture best describes how similar they feel in terms of socioeconomic status to their 
interaction partner. 
 Foreignness-Based Similarity. I used the same modified Inclusion of Other in the Self 
Scale to measure foreignness-based similarity.  Participants were shown the Venn diagrams and 
asked to choose a number to indicate which picture best describes how similar they feel in terms 
of cultural foreignness to their interaction partner.  
Inferiority-based meta-perceptions. I used the Inferiority-based stereotypes from Zou 
& Cheryan (2017) to assess whether Latinx Americans participants are concerned about their 
interaction partner negatively stereotyping them in terms of inferiority. Participants will be asked 
to report the likelihood that they believe the target would perceive them as criminal, a thief, 
welfare-dependent, and uneducated, on a 7-pt. Likert scale (1 = extremely unlikely, 7 = 
extremely likely).  Scores were averaged together to create an inferiority-based meta-perception 
measure ( = .83).  
Foreignness-based meta-perceptions. I used the Foreignness-based stereotypes from 
Zou & Cheryan (2017) to assess whether Latinx Americans participants are concerned about 
their interaction partner negatively stereotyping them in terms of inferiority. Participants were 
asked to report the likelihood that they believe the target would perceive them as foreign, an 
immigrant, someone who has an accent, someone who is taking jobs away from Americans, and 
unable to speak English, on a 7-pt. Likert scale (1 = extremely unlikely, 7 = extremely likely).  
Scores were averaged together to create a foreignness-based meta-perception measure ( = .81). 
RPM-based Discussion Topic Choice. I used several measures to assess the interaction 
topic that participants would prefer to discuss with their interaction partner. First, participants 




to discuss with their partner. This list contained one inferiority-based topic (affirmative action in 
the workplace), one foreignness-based topic (English-only rules in the workplace), and one 
RPM-unrelated topic (cellphone use in the workplace). I chose these topics based on their 
salience within the current racial and political climate within the workplace context. After 
making their selection, participants rated the extent to which they would want to discuss each of 
these topics on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = extremely unlikely, 7 = extremely likely).  
Study 1 Results 
Table 2 shows all of the means and standard deviations for the dependent variables in 
studies 1 and 2.  
Similarity. An independent samples t-test revealed a non-significant main effect of 
condition on similarity, t(118) = .67 p > .05, d = .10. 
 Inferiority-based similarity. As expected, an independent samples t-test revealed a 
significant main effect of condition on inferiority-based similarity, t(118) = 2.97 p < .01, d = .54, 
where Latinx American participants felt more similar in terms of inferiority with Black 
Americans (M = 4.17) compared to Asian Americans (M = 3.38). 
Foreignness-based similarity. Unexpectedly, an independent samples t-test revealed a 
non-significant main effect of condition on foreignness-based similarity, t(118) = .00 p > .05, d =  
01. 
Inferiority-based meta perceptions. Unexpectedly, an independent samples t-test 
revealed an significant main effect of condition on inferiority-based meta perceptions, t(118) = -




Foreignness-based meta perceptions. Unexpectedly, an independent samples t-test 
revealed a non-significant main effect of condition on foreignness-based meta perceptions, t(118) 
= .24, p > .05, d =  .07. 
Topic choice. Table 3 shows the count and percentages of the discussion topic Latinx 
American participants were most likely to choose, disaggregated by interaction partner race. 
Cross-tabulations showed that Latinx American participants were more likely to choose to 
discuss cell phone usage in the workplace, regardless of the race of their interaction partner, 2(2, 
118) =  .62,  p > .05.  
As expected, an independent samples t-test revealed a significant main effect of condition 
on affirmative action topic choice, t(118) = 2.50, p < .05, d =  .46, where Latinx American 
participants felt that they would more likely to want to discuss affirmative action with a Black 
American (M = 4.47) interaction partner compared to an Asian American partner (M = 3.67). 
Contrary to expectations, there was no significant main effect of condition on English-only rules 
topic choice, t(118) = .94, p > .05, d = .17. 
Study 1 Discussion 
Data from study 1 showed that Latinx American participants felt similar in terms of 
inferiority with a Black American interaction partner compared to an Asian American interaction 
partner, replicating findings from the preliminarily study. In contrast to hypotheses and findings 
from the preliminary study, there were no differences in Latinx American participants’ 
perceptions of foreignness-based similarity between a Black and Asian American interaction 
partner. Additionally, there were no differences in Latinx American participants’ general feelings 




that the inferiority dimension may matter most for Latinx Americans’ feelings of stigma-based 
similarity towards Black and Asian Americans.  
Contrary to expectations, there were no differences in Latinx American participants’ 
RPM-based meta perceptions towards Black and Asian Americans. The inferiority-based meta-
perceptions findings are unexpected, as Latinx Americans were more likely to expect Asian 
Americans to perceive them as inferior compared to Black Americans. Recall that study 1’s 
RPM-based meta-perceptions measures are different from study 1, which might explain why 
these results did not replicate from study to study. The items for these index variables are 
statistically reliable, suggesting that this measure yields consistent results. Therefore, I will 
maintain the use of these measures in study 2 to see whether I still find null results for these 
variables.  
In regard to the outcomes RPM-based discussion topic measures, there were no 
significant differences in the interaction topic that Latinx American participants chose to discuss 
with their interaction partner. In fact, participants were more likely to choose the discuss limiting 
cell phone use in the workplace; a topic that does not fall within the RPM’s two axes of 
subordination. Participants may have chosen this topic because it is the least controversial of the 
topics listed. Regardless, Latinx American participants were also more comfortable with 
discussing affirmative action with a Black American interaction partner compared to an Asian 
American partner but were not more comfortable with discussing English-Only rules with an 
Asian American partner compared to Black American partner. 
Unexpectedly, results from the generalized similarity measure was non-significant.  This 
measure may be non-significant because, according to the RPM, Latinx Americans indeed are 




between Black and Asian Americans. This begs the question of situational context, and whether 
these feelings of similarity would differ if the interaction context was related to one of the two 
axes of subordination on the RPM. To test this assumption, the discussion topic will be 
manipulated in study 2, where Latinx participants will be randomly assigned to have an 






Chapter 5: Study 2 
 
Study 2 utilized a 2 (interaction partner race: African American vs. Asian American) x  3 
(RPM-based discussion topic: inferiority vs. foreignness vs. control) between-subjects design, 
where Latinx American participants were randomly assigned to have an inferiority-based, 
foreignness-based, or RPM-unrelated discussion with either a Black American or Asian 
American interaction partner. Latinx Americans share inferiority with Black Americans and 
cultural foreignness with Asian Americans (Zou & Cheryan, 2017), making it possible for Latinx 
Americans to feel similar and dissimilar to both Black and Asian Americans depending on the 
RPM-based social context surrounding the interethnic interaction. By manipulating the 
interaction partner’s race and the discussion topic in line with the RPM, I hoped to find that the 
RPM-based discussion Latinx Americans’ are randomly assigned to would influence their 
perceptions of similarity, RPM-based meta-perceptions, and friendship interest towards a Black 
or Asian American interaction partner, as people use the situational context encompassing an 
interethnic interaction to determine their expectations towards their interaction partner 
(Branscombe et al., 1998; Emerson & Murphy, 2014; Wout et al., 2009).   
I hypothesized that Latinx Americans would feel most similar to Black Americans when 
anticipating an inferiority-based interaction, and most similar to Asian Americans when 
anticipating a foreignness-based discussion. In line with previous hypotheses, I hypothesized that 
Latinx Americans would also feel more similar in terms of inferiority with a Black American 
interaction partner compared to an Asian American interaction partner. Latinx Americans would 
also fear that Asian Americans would negatively stereotype them during an inferiority-based 





Finally, I sought to replicate the preliminary study’s target and friendship results between 
Black and Asian Americans; that Latinx Americans would be more interested in befriending a 
Black American (vs. Asian American) interaction partner and believe that a Black American (vs. 
Asian American) interaction partner was more interested in befriending them. I also predicted an 
interaction partner race x RPM-based discussion topic interaction, where Latinx Americans 
anticipating an inferiority-based discussion would be more interested in befriending a Black 
American (vs. Asian American) interaction partner and believe that a Black American (vs. Asian 
American) interaction partner was more interested in befriending them. Additionally, when 
anticipating a foreignness-based discussion, Latinx Americans would also be more interested in 
befriending an Asian American (vs. Black American) interaction partner and believe that an 
Asian American (vs. Black American) interaction partner was more interested in befriending 
them. 
Study 2 Participants & Design 
An a priori power analysis with G*Power indicated that 216 participants would be 
needed to detect a significant effect size of Cohen’s d = .25 with two comparison groups (based 
on the two conditions in this study), an  of .05, and a  of .80.  Thus, I recruited a total of 302 
Latinx American participants aged 18-35 years old for Study 2 via Prolific using the same 
screening criteria as Study 1. I excluded 64 participants because they listing additional races 
besides Hispanic/Latinx American, five of participants because they failed the  manipulation 
check, and four statistical outliers from the analyses. Thus, the final sample consisted of 229 
Latinx participants (Mage = 23.8, SD = 4.61; 51.5% female). I randomly assigned participants to 




topic they were randomly assigned to discuss. The breakdown of participants per condition can 
be seen in Table 2.  
Study 2 Procedure 
Latinx Americans were exposed to the same cover story from the preliminary study.  
Participants first filled out a short profile of themselves, asking for their basic demographic 
information.  Then, participants were told that they will be having a short discussion with 
another same-sex participant who is ostensibly taking the study at the same time via an online 
messaging system.  Participants then exchanged demographic information with their supposed 
partner (name, age, gender, race/ethnicity).  All demographic information was standardized 
except for the race of their interaction partner, who self-reported as either Black American or 
Asian American.  
After exchanging demographic information, participants were then randomly assigned to 
discuss an inferiority or Americanness topic with their interaction partner.  The inferiority topic 
was about affirmative action in the workplace, and the Americanness topic was about English-
only rules in the workplace. An RPM-unrelated topic was also included as a control condition, 
where they discussed political beliefs in the workplace. They were then given a questionnaire 
assessing their perceptions of their interaction partner, their expectations surrounding the 
interaction, their perceptions and meta-perceptions of their interaction partner, as well as the 
likelihood that they would befriend their interaction partner.  After being assessed for suspicion, 
participants were debriefed about the true nature of the study.  They also received a code to enter 
into Prolific to receive compensation. 
Study 2 Measures 




Inferiority-Based Similarity. Participants respondedto the same inferiority-based 
similarity measure as study 1. 
Foreignness-Based Similarity. Participants respondedto the same foreignness-based 
similarity measure as study 1. 
Inferiority-based Meta-perceptions. Participants respondedto the same inferiority-
based meta-perceptions measures as study 1 ( = .84). 
Foreignness-based Meta-perceptions. Participants respondedto the same foreignness-
based meta-perceptions measures as study 1 ( = .79). 
 Target Friendship Interest. I adopted 3 questions from Wout and colleagues (2014) to 
assess the extent to which participants believed that their interaction partner would be interested 
in friendship with them (e.g., “What is the likelihood that your interaction partner would want to 
be your friend?”). These items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1=extremely unlikely, 
7=extremely likely) and averaged to create a target friendship interest score for each participant 
( = .82), resulting in a score that reflects the extent to which they believe their interaction 
partner is interested in befriending them. 
Participant Friendship Interest. I adopted 3 questions from Wout and colleagues 
(2014) to assess the extent to which participants were interested in being friends with their 
interaction partner (e.g., “What is the likelihood that you would be friends your interaction 
partner?”). These items were measured on a 7-point Likert scale (1=extremely unlikely, 
7=extremely likely) and averaged to create a participant friendship interest score for each 
participant ( = .83), resulting in a score that reflects the extent to which participants are 
interested in befriending their interaction partner. 




Similarity. Unexpectedly, a two-way ANOVA showed that the predicted interaction was 
not significant (p = .51). Exploratory analyses found that similarity results were also not 
significant based on partner race (p = .18) and discussion topic (p = .91). 
Inferiority-based similarity. In line with results from previous studies, a two-way 
ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of partner race, F(1, 223) = 5.21, p < .05, p
2 = .02, 
where Latinx American participants felt more similar in terms of inferiority with a Black 
American interaction partner compared to an Asian American interaction partner. Exploratory 
analyses found that there was no significant main effect of discussion topic (p = .10) and the 
predicted interaction was also not significant (p = .85). 
Foreignness-based similarity. Unexpectedly, a two-way ANOVA showed non-
significant main effects of partner race (p = .10) on foreignness-based similarity. Exploratory 
analyses found that results were also not significant for discussion topic (p = .93) and the 
predicted interaction (p = .92) on foreignness-based similarity.  
Inferiority-based meta-perceptions. In line with hypotheses, a two-way ANOVA 
revealed a significant main effect of partner race, F(1, 223) = 7.49, p < .01, p
2 = .03, where 
Latinx American participants expected that an Asian American interaction partner would 
perceive them as inferior compared to Black American interaction partner. Exploratory analyses 
found that there was also a marginally significant main effect of discussion topic, F(1, 223) = 
2.70, p < .07, p
2 = .02. Planned contrasts showed that participants expected their interaction 
partner to perceived them as inferior when discussing affirmative action compared to English-
only rules (p < .05), but there were no differences between the affirmative action and the control 




rules and control topic condition (p = .56). Additionally, there was a non-significant partner race 
x discussion topic interaction on inferiority-based meta-perceptions (p = .93). 
Foreignness-based meta-perceptions. Unexpectedly, results from a two-way ANOVA 
showed non-significant main effects of partner race (p = .58). Exploratory analyses found that 
there was no main effect of discussion topic (p = .92) and a non-significant partner race x 
discussion topic interaction (p = .48) on foreignness-based meta-perceptions. 
Target friendship interest. A two-way ANOVA revealed a partner race x discussion 
topic interaction, F(2, 223) = 3.16, p < .05, p
2 = .03. Unexpectedly, planned contrasts revealed 
that Latinx American participants marginally believed that a Black partner was more interested 
in befriending them when anticipating an RPM-unrelated discussion vs. an affirmative action 
discussion (p  = .09, d = .46), and marginally believed that an Asian American partner was more 
interested in befriending them when anticipating an affirmative action discussion vs. an RPM-
unrelated discussion (p = .08 d = .33).  Exploratory analyses found that there was no significant 
main effect of partner race (p = .12) or discussion topic (p =.66) on target friendship interest. 
Participant friendship interest. A two-way ANOVA revealed a partner race x 
discussion topic interaction, F(2, 223) = 5.91, p < .01. Unexpectedly, planned contrast revealed 
that Latinx American participants were more interested in befriending an Asian American 
partner when anticipating an affirmative action discussion vs. an English-only rules (p < .05, d = 
.69) and an RPM-unrelated discussion (p < .05, d = .66). Also contrary to hypotheses, Latinx 
American participants were also marginally more interested in befriending a Black interaction 
partner when anticipating an RPM-unrelated discussion vs. an affirmative action discussion (p = 
.09, d = .43). Additionally, Latinx American participants anticipating an affirmative action 




partner (p < .05, d = .74). Finally, Latinx American participants anticipating an RPM-unrelated 
discussion were more interested in befriending a Black American partner vs. an Asian American 
partner (p < .05, d = .45). Exploratory analyses found that there was no significant main effect of 
partner race (p = .80) or discussion topic (p = .35) on participant friendship interest. 
Study 2 Serial Mediation   
In an attempt to conduct the same serial mediation found in the preliminary study with 
between-subjects data, I was interested in conducting serial mediations testing whether the RPM-
based similarity and RPM-based meta-perceptions variables explained the relationship between 
the partner race and target and participant friendship, respectively. To understand the relationship 
between these pathways, I conducted bivariate correlations of the variables to be modeled in the 
serial mediation (see Table 5). When doing so, I found that partner race (0 =Black American; 1 = 
Asian American) is negatively correlated with inferiority-based similarity, meaning that Latinx 
American participants were more likely to feel similar in terms of inferiority with a Black 
American compared to an Asian American. However, partner race is not correlated with 
foreignness-based similarity, and thus mediation based on the foreignness-based variables cannot 
be established. Moving on, I see that inferiority-based similarity is negatively correlated with 
inferiority-based meta perceptions and positively correlated with both target and participant 
friendship interest. Inferiority-based meta-perceptions is also negatively correlated with target 
friendship interest but is not correlated with participant friendship interest.  
Based on these correlations, I conducted two mediations, modeling partner race on target 
friendship interest and participant friendship interest, with inferiority-based similarity and meta 
perceptions predicting the relationship between partner race and target friendship interest, and 




interest. These analyses were conducted using PROCESS in SPSS, using the bootstrap mediation 
statistical technique (Hayes, 2017; model = 6, 5000 bootstrap samples, CI 95%).  
Target Friendship Interest. Figure 5 shows the results from the target friendship 
interest serial mediation. Here, results showed a significant indirect effect from partner race → 
inferiority-based similarity → inferiority-based meta perceptions → target friendship interest, B 
= -.02, SE = .01, CI 95% [-.042, -.001].  There was also a significant indirect effect from partner 
race → inferiority-based similarity → target friendship interest, B = -.09, SE = .04, CI 95% [ -
.181, -.017]. When examining the effects between pathways in the inferiority-based serial 
mediations, we see a positive relationship between partner race and inferiority-based similarity 
(p < .05), such that Latinx Americans participants feel most similar in terms of inferiority 
towards Black Americans compared to Asian Americans. There was a significant negative effect 
between inferiority-based similarity and inferiority-based meta perceptions (p < .001), whereby 
Latinx participants who feel similar in terms of inferiority with their partner are less likely to 
believe their interaction partner will negatively stereotype them as inferior. There is a significant 
negative relationship between inferiority-based meta-perceptions and target friendship interest (p 
< .01), such that Latinx participants who did not believe their partner would negatively 
stereotype them as inferior were more likely to believe that their interaction partner was 
interested in befriending them. Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship 
between inferiority-based similarity and target friendship interest (p < .001), such that 
participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of inferiority were more 
likely to think their partner was interested in befriending them. 
Participant Friendship Interest. Figure 6 shows the results from the participant 




inferiority-based similarity → participant friendship interest, B = -.10, SE = .04, CI 95% [ -.195, 
-.018]. When examining the effects between pathways in the significant indirect effect from 
partner race → inferiority-based similarity → participant friendship interest mediation, we see a 
positive relationship between partner race and inferiority-based similarity (p < .05), such that 
Latinx Americans participants feel most similar in terms of inferiority towards Black Americans 
compared to Asian Americans. Additionally, there was a significant positive relationship 
between inferiority-based similarity and participant friendship interest (p < .001), such that 
participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of inferiority were more 
likely to want to befriend their partner.  
Study 2 Discussion 
In Study 2, I manipulated the RPM-based discussion topic that Latinx Americans would 
discuss with their interaction partner to reflect an inferiority or foreignness-based discussion. 
Therefore, I predicted that Latinx Americans anticipating an inferiority-based discussion will feel 
most similar in terms of inferiority to a Black American interaction partner compared to an Asian 
American interaction partner, will be more likely to think an Asian American will negatively 
stereotype them as inferior compared to a Black American, and be most interested in befriending 
a Black American compared to an Asian American. In contrast, Latinx Americans anticipating a 
foreignness-based discussion will feel most similar in terms of cultural foreignness to an Asian 
American interaction partner compared to a Black American interaction partner, will believe that 
a Black American will negatively stereotype them as culturally foreign compared to an Asian 





Replicating previous studies, I found evidence that Latinx Americans felt most similar in 
terms of inferiority to a Black American interaction partner compared to an Asian American 
interaction partner but did not feel similar in terms of foreignness to their interaction partner. In 
line with the preliminary study, Latinx Americans believed that an Asian American (vs. Black 
American) would be more likely to negatively stereotype them as inferior but did not find that 
Latinx Americans believed that a Black American (vs. Asian American) would be more likely to 
negatively stereotype them as inferior. However, this study showed null effects of partner race on 
foreignness-based similarity; that Latinx Americans’ feelings of foreignness-based similarity and 
foreignness-based meta perceptions did not differ between Black and Asian American interaction 
partners. These results were misaligned with the preliminary study’s findings but were aligned 
with the findings from Study 1. Because inferiority-based similarity results replicated across the 
three studies and inferiority-based meta perceptions replicated across two of three studies, these 
findings suggest that the inferiority dimension of the RPM might be more impactful on Latinx 
Americans’ intergroup attitudes and expectations towards other racial minorities compared to the 
foreignness dimension of the RPM.  
I was unable to replicate the target and friendship interest results from the preliminary 
study, where Latinx Americans were more interested in befriending a Black American (vs. Asian 
American) interaction partner and believed a Black American (vs. Asian American) interaction 
partner was more interested in befriending them. However, the predicted interaction on 
target/friendship interest was significant, but in an unexpected pattern. There were no differences 
in the extent to which Latinx Americans believed that Black and Asian targets were interested in 
befriending them when anticipating a discussion about affirmative action or English-Only rules 




interaction partner was more interested in befriending them when they anticipated discussing 
political views in the workplace, an RPM-unrelated topic. Additionally, Latinx Americans 
believed an Asian American (vs. Black American) partner was most interested in befriending 
them when anticipating an affirmative action discussion and believed a Black American (vs. 
Asian American) was most interested in befriending them when anticipating a discussion about 
expressing political attitudes in the workplace.  
I did not intend that the partner race x RPM-based discussion topic interaction would 
yield non-significant on the global similarity and target/participant friendship interest measures 
in this study. I anticipated that, since Latinx Americans share inferiority with Black Americans 
and cultural foreignness with Asian Americans, Latinx Americans would feel most similar to and 
most interested in friendship when anticipating an inferiority-based discussion with a Black 
American and a foreignness-based discussion with an Asian American. There are some reasons 
why I was unable to find support for these hypotheses. The first issue might be due to the 
discussion topics that I chose for the studies. I was unable to pilot the discussion topics I chose, 
so I cannot be certain that affirmative action in the workplace is an inferiority-based discussion 
topic, English-Only rules in the workplace is a foreignness-based discussion topic, and 
expressing political beliefs in the workplace is RPM-unrelated discussion topic. I could have 
piloted these topics, giving participants a more extensive pre-generated list of discussion topics 
and asking them the extent to which each of these topics is related to each RPM dimension, 
respectively. I then could have chosen the most inferiority and foreignness-based topics.  
Additionally, there may have been a better way to manipulate RPM-based situational 
context. For instance, these studies showed that the race of one’s interaction partner influences 




these RPM dimensions. Perhaps having people write about an experience in which they were 
discriminated against based on each RPM dimension would prime their RPM-based identity. 
Additionally, being perceived as inferior might be more likely to happen in a workplace context 
compared to being perceived as foreign, suggesting that the type of occupation might matter in 
terms of these RPM dimensions as well. There might be other contexts where inferiority or 
cultural foreignness are more salient, such as in the classroom. This makes it necessary for 
researchers to understand the most appropriate social environments and situational contexts that 
are most likely to trigger a sense of RPM-based subordination.  
 Mediation analyses in this study replicated similar analyses conducted in the preliminary 
study. Specifically, inferiority-based similarity mediated the relationship between the race of 
Latinx American participants’ interaction partner and target/participant friendship interest, such 
that Latinx Americans felt most similar in terms of inferiority to Black Americans compared to 
Asian Americans, increasing the extent to which Latinx Americans believed their interaction 
partner was interested in befriending them and the extent to which Latinx Americans were 
interested in befriending their interaction partner.  Additionally, a serial mediation showed that 
inferiority-based similarity and inferiority-based meta perceptions explained the effects between 
partner race and target friendship interest. However, this study did not find evidence for 
foreignness-based similarity on target/participant friendship interest, contradicting findings from 
the preliminary study. Recall that Latinx American participants felt similar in terms of both 
inferiority and foreignness to Black Americans compared to Asian Americans in the preliminary 
study.  




Chapter 6: Discussion of Findings, Recommendations, and Conclusions 
 
 Across 3 experimental studies I focused on answering the following question: How do 
the perceived stigma-based similarities and differences between Latinx Americans and other 
racial minorities influence the potential for Intraminority friendship formation? Across these 
studies, I tested the hypothesis that Latinx Americans’ RPM-based similarities and meta 
perceptions towards Asian and Black Americans would predict the potential for friendship 
between Latinx Americans and these racial groups, where Latinx Americans who feel similar to 
their partner on an RPM dimension (inferiority or cultural foreignness) will not expect their 
interaction partner to negatively stereotype them in terms of that RPM dimension in an 
anticipated interaction, raising the potential for friendship formation.  
 Results from these three studies partially support these hypotheses, but mostly in favor of 
the inferiority-based RPM measures over the foreignness-based measures. I found evidence that 
Latinx Americans felt most similar in terms of inferiority to a Black American interaction partner 
compared to an Asian American interaction partner but did not find that Latinx Americans felt 
more similar in terms of cultural foreignness to an Asian American partner compared to a Black 
American partner. Latinx Americans also believed that an Asian American (vs. Black American) 
is most likely to negatively stereotype them as inferior (preliminary study, Study 2), and were 
more comfortable having an inferiority-based discussion with a Black American compared to an 
Asian American (Study 1). However, I did not find evidence within these studies that Latinx 
Americans were more likely to believe a Black American would perceive them as culturally 
foreign compared to an Asian American. I found evidence in the preliminary study that Latinx 
Americans believed that a Black American (vs. Asian American) was most interested in 




results did not replicate in study 2. However, I did find evidence that inferiority-based similarity 
mediated the relationship between the race of Latinx American participants’ interaction partner 
and target/participant friendship interest (preliminary study, study 2), such that Latinx Americans 
felt most similar in terms of inferiority to Black Americans compared to Asian Americans, 
increasing the extent to which Latinx Americans believed their interaction partner was interested 
in befriending them and the extent to which Latinx Americans were interested in befriending 
their interaction partner. This same pattern of results did not pan out with the foreignness-based 
measures.  
These findings contribute to the intraminority relations literature in many ways. These 
findings provide clarity on some assumptions about the discourse of interethnic interactions 
between racial minorities. Most intraminority research would assume that highlighting 
experiences of discrimination between racial minorities leads to more harmonious intraminority 
relations, but these finding show that the type of discrimination determines how similar or 
dissimilar minorities feel with one another. Measuring the type of stigma-based similarity that 
Latinx Americans feel towards their interaction partner allowed me to be more specific about the 
types of shared experiences of discrimination between racial minorities. Based on these 
significant findings, we are able to infer that Latinx Americans feel most similar in terms of 
inferiority to Black Americans compared to Asian Americans. Supporting the common ingroup 
identity model (Gaertner & Dovidio, 2006), Latinx Americans who feel similar in terms of 
inferiority to their interaction partner are more interested in befriending their partner. In line with 
the social identity threat theory (Shelton, Richeson, & Voraurer, 2006), these feelings of 
similarity/dissimilarity lead Latinx Americans to expect an Asian American to perceive them as 




interested in befriending them. Results for the foreignness-based similarity and meta perceptions 
items were non-significant, suggesting that the type of stigma-based similarity may matter for 
Intraminority relations.   
The RPM-based pattern of findings from these studies may also suggest that the specific 
dimension with discrimination may matter for racial minorities’ sense of stigma-based identity. 
According to the social identity theory, people use the social groups they belong to as a way to 
define their sense of identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1986), playing an important role in the 
perceptions, attitudes, and behaviors that influence social relations between members of different 
social groups (Brewer, 1999). To confirm this point, further research can ask racial minorities the 
extent to which they themselves identify with each dimension of the RPM, and whether their 
sense of RPM-based identity is related to their RPM-based attitudes, expectations, and behaviors 
towards other racial minorities.  In line with this, racial minorities are aware of their position of 
subordination on the RPM, as well as the positions of other racial groups (Zou & Cheryan, 
2017). Since Latinx Americans feelings of similarity and meta perceptions towards Black and 
Asian Americans only differed in terms of inferiority, these findings imply that inferiority may 
be a more salient subordinate identity for Latinx Americans compared to cultural foreignness. To 
confirm this point, further research can ask racial minorities the extent to which they themselves 
identify with each dimension of the RPM, and whether their sense of RPM-based identity is 
related to their RPM-based attitudes, expectations, and behaviors towards other racial minorities.  
 These results also suggest that inferiority might be a more salient source of 
discrimination for Latinx Americans. The RPM states that its goal is to state the kinds of 
subordination that each racial group is likely to experience, and NOT the extent to which each 




Cheryan, 2017). Results from these studies suggest that Latinx Americans meta perceptions 
towards Black and Asian Americans differed in terms of inferiority but not in terms of cultural 
foreignness, implying that inferiority may be a more salient dimension of subordination 
compared to cultural foreignness for Latinx Americans. This may explain why Latinx Americans 
were only concerned about being perceived as inferior; they have more experiences with 
inferiority-based stigma and less experiences with foreignness-based stigma. Future research 
should examine the extent to inferiority and cultural foreignness each contribute to racial 
minorities’ sense of subordination. If this is the case, then Latinx Americans might recall having 
more experiences being stereotyped as inferior instead of foreign. 
These findings also extend the social identity threat theory to interethnic interactions 
between high and low status racial minorities, showing that racial minorities also anticipate 
discrimination from other racial minorities that are higher on a dimension of subordination. 
Specifically, Asian Americans are superior compared to Latinx Americans, causing Latinx 
Americans to anticipate that an Asian American would perceive them as inferior compared to a 
Black American. However, inferiority-based meta perceptions results from the preliminary study 
suggest that Latinx Americans still expect White Americans to perceive them as more inferior 
compared to Asian Americans, suggesting that White Americans still elicit the largest sense of 
social identity threat out of all racial groups. Regardless, it is important to note that it is possible 
for low status racial minorities to feel a sense of social identity threat from high status racial 
minorities. Future research should generalize these findings to other high-low status racial 
minority dyads to see whether this pattern of findings replicate with other low status racial 




There were several results that were contrary to what was hypothesized. However, the 
absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence. There are some plausible reasons why I did 
not get the results I intended. For instance, the reason why I lack significant effects for the 
foreignness-based variables could be because the participants I collected are Latinx American 
and do not perceive themselves as foreign due to being born in America. Indeed, stigma only felt 
if it is possible and probable (Wout et al., 2009). Perhaps these participants did not perceive 
themselves as foreign, and thus do not feel as though they are susceptible to foreignness 
stereotypes. Future research can examine immigrant status within culturally foreign racial groups 
to see if immigrants are more subject to foreignness-based perceptions and meta perceptions. 
Indeed, immigrants and natural-born citizens have different social identities (Sindic, 2011) that 
influence their attitudes (Pfeifer et al., 2007), goals (Wiley, Deaux, & Hagelskamp, 2012), 
motivations (Padilla & Perez, 2003), interaction concerns (Jasperse, Ward, & Jose, 2012; 
Shinnar, 2008), and behaviors (Deaux, Reid, Martin, & Bikmen, 2006; Sniderman, Hagendoorn, 
& Prior, 2004) towards racial outgroup members. For example, immigrants oftentimes differ on 
their need to assimilate to the culture they are immigrating to (Padilla, 1980; Padilla & Perez, 
2003), which may determine whether they are concerned about naturalized citizens perceiving 
them as foreign. Here, I anticipate that Latinx and Asian immigrants will be more susceptible to 
foreignness-based stereotypes compared to Latinx and Asian Americans. This might even be 
more likely for immigrants who are high in the need to assimilate to American traditions and 
norms, as those high in need to assimilate might be more concerned about being perceived as 
culturally foreign compared to those who prefer to retain their cultural identity.  
There are some instances in which the in Latinx Americans’ results for the inferiority-




instance, some Latinx Americans might be motivated to distance themselves from the dimension 
of inferiority as coping strategy to buffer against being stigmatized. Stigmatized people tend to 
disengage with the domains in which they are stigmatized, making it such that their sense of self-
identity is not derived from this stigmatized domain (Major & Schamder, 1998).  Those who 
psychologically distance themselves from stereotype-relevant domains are less likely to be 
affected negatively when they are stereotyped in line with that dimension of stigma (Major, 
Spencer, Schamder, Wolfee, &. Crocker, 1998). Thus, minorities categorized as inferior who are 
disengaged with the inferiority-based dimension of the RPM might be less likely to believe 
superior racial minorities will stereotype them as inferior.  
Although I previously reasoned that inferiority-based stigma might be a more salient 
source of discrimination for Latinx Americans, that does not imply that all Latinx Americans see 
themselves as inferior. Those who deal with stigma differ in the extent to which they identify 
with the domains in which they are stigmatized (Osborne, 1995; Steele & Aronson, 1995) in 
ways that make them more or less susceptible to the negative effects of being stereotyped (Hope, 
Chavous, Jagers, & Sellers, 2013). For instance, those highly identified as inferior might be more 
likely to think that superior racial outgroup members will perceive them as inferior compared to 
those who do not identify as inferior. To confirm this point, further research can ask racial 
minorities the extent to which they themselves identify with each dimension of the RPM, and 
whether their sense of RPM-based identity is related to their RPM-based attitudes, expectations, 
and behaviors towards other racial minorities.   
The fear of confirming negative stereotypes about one’s group might also affect whether 
people experience adverse reactions to being stereotyped as well. Those highly motivated to 




psychological and physiological outcomes compared to those less motivated to do so (Schmader, 
Johns, & Forbes, 2008). Therefore, racial minorities highly motivated to disconfirm stereotypes 
of their group as inferior might be more concerned that superior racial minorities will perceive 
them as inferior.  
There are also some factors beyond RPM-based stigma that could influence intraminority 
friendship formation. One of these factors might be the regional differences within the Latinx 
community. Indeed, the Latinx community is quite diverse. Latinx people come from Caribbean 
Islands, Central America, and South America, each with their own cultural differences that might 
influence how they perceive other racial groups and expect other racial groups to perceive them. 
Phenotype also varies within the Latinx community, where some Latinx individuals are more 
phenotypically Black or White. Thus, some Latinx people may identify as Black, White, 
Hispanic, Afro-Latinx, and beyond. I did my best to exclude participants who identified with 
another race besides Hispanic/Latinx in our data, but it would be important to explore the 
complexities of the Latinx community and how these complexities influence Latinx peoples’ 
intergroup relations with other racial groups.  
In an effort to decolonize social psychology, there are no White American reference 
groups in these dissertation studies. This allowed for me to focus on the perceptions and meta 
perceptions minorities have towards other minorities, and their influence on the potential for 
harmonious or contentious intraminority relations. However, these studies used the RPM to 
understand intraminority relations, meaning that the perceptions and meta perceptions I 
measured were still related to minorities’ position of status to the White American majority in 
the United States. It is likely that there are other dimensions of identity beyond stigma that could 




intraminority relations are not solely based on stigma. Future studies can examine other feelings 
of similarity or meta perceptions that minorities have towards one another that exist outside of 
the lens of the status quo of oppression and White supremacy in the United States of America, 
further decolonizing intraminority relationship research. 
There are several suggestions for researchers and practitioners that can be brought forth 
based on the results of these studies. Overall, this research can serve as a roadmap to 
understanding the potential for intraminority friendship formation, as there is not much research 
on friendship formation between racial minorities. Cross-race friendships are particularly 
important because they lead to the challenging of stereotypes, the acknowledgement of within-
group variation, and the development of positive perceptions the cross-race friend’s racial group, 
more generally (Crystal, Killen, & Ruck, 2008). Friendships with racial outgroup members can 
also improve people’s attitudes towards outgroup as a whole.  For example, when minorities 
witness minority ingroup members with minority outgroup friends, they tend to display more 
positive attitudes and empathy towards the minority outgroup, even if they are not interacting 
with the minority outgroup directly (Visintin, Brylka, Green, Mähönen, & Jasinskaja-Lahti, 
2016).  Therefore, studying friendship formation between racial minorities will further enable 
researchers to understand the likelihood in which racial minorities will befriend one another, 
indirectly improving intraminority relations as a whole. 
These findings have implications for the potential for harmonious or contentious 
intraminority relations. People looking to increase the potential for friendship between racial 
minorities can look to this research to determine the dimensions in which people from different 
racial groups will get along with one another. If it is the case that racial minorities feel similar to 




and emphasizing those similarities prior to an intraminority interaction should lead to 
harmonious interpersonal interactions.  If it is the case that racial minorities feel a sense of 
identity threat from racial groups higher than them on a dimension of stigmatization, then 
practitioners might be able to introduce interventions that increase similarity and mitigate the 
effects of social identity threat in ways that increase the potential for friendship between RPM-
incongruent dyads. Such interventions known to increase similarity and decrease social identity 
threat are if the racial outgroup member has friends that are the same race as the perceiver 
(Wout, Murphy, & Steele, 2010), if the situational context signals diversity (Purdie-Vaughns et 
al., 2008).  Future research should identify the factors that might increase the potential for 
friendship formation between RPM-incongruent racial minorities. 
Conclusion 
 
The rise of the Latinx and Asian immigrant population suggests that the United States of 
America is rapidly becoming more ethnically diverse. Because of this, people from different 
racial groups will be more likely to interact with one another in America’s social institutions. To 
develop an understanding of intergroup relations between racial minorities, many researchers 
have moved beyond studying minority-White intergroup relations and have begun studying the 
ways in which racial minorities interact with one another. This research adds to the intraminority 
relations literature by examining the extent to which racial minorities are likely to befriend one 
another. Much of the intergroup friendship research emphasizes the benefit of cross-race 
friendships for the development of positive attitudes towards other races (for a review, see 
Pettigrew, 1998), but much of this work has been done between White Americans and racial 
minorities. Using the RPM as a framework to understand the underlying intraminority 




Americans feel more similar in terms of inferiority to Black Americans compared to Asian 
Americans, decreasing the extent to which they experience inferiority-based social identity threat 
and increasing the potential for friendship formation when anticipating an interethnic interaction.  
There is a common assumption that racial minorities can be grouped into a single 
monolithic category, and thus are more likely to feel similar to other racial minorities compared 
to Whites. However, the race of a Latinx American’s interaction partner does not influence the 
extent to which they feel similar in terms of foreignness towards Black and Asian Americans, 
nor does it affect the extent to which Latinx Americans experience foreignness-based social 
identity threat, suggesting that the content of similarity and social identity threat matters for 
intraminority relations. This research highlights the importance of being specific about the types 
of disadvantages minorities experience and believe they share with one another in different 
stigmatized contexts, and whether these experiences influence the potential and quality of 
interpersonal interactions between minorities from different racial groups.  This research can 
contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the stigma-based identities that minorities 
possess, and its influence on the identity-based group processes and intergroup relations across 
these minority groups. Researchers can use these findings as a framework to understand the ways 
in which racial minorities are likely to experience positive or negative intergroup relations and 
expand upon these findings to understand other similarities and differences that lead to 






























Summary of intercorrelations for differences in within-subjects dependent variables between 
Black and Asian American targets in pilot study. 
Measures 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1. Inferiority-based 
Similarity 
1 .39** -.11 -.12 .46** .45** 
2. Foreignness-
based Similarity 
.39** 1 -.08 -.21* .30** .32** 
3. Inferiority-based 
Meta-perceptions 




-.12 -.21* .30** 1 -.03 .05 
5. Target Friendship 
Interest 
.46** .30** -.26* -.03 1 .66** 
6. Participant 
Friendship Interest 
.45** .32** -.02 .05 .66** 1 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).   









Means and standard deviations for dependent variables in studies 1 and 2, disaggregated by partner race (Study 1 & 2) and discussion topic  


















Study 1 N = 120 M SD M SD M SD M            SD M SD M SD M SD 
Black American Partner 60 3.37 1.30 4.17 1.42 3.52 1.44 2.26           1.20 2.93 1.50          4.47 1.75 4.30 1.77 



















Study 2 N = 229 M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 
Black American Partner 114 3.82 1.50 4.00 1.55 3.75 1.59 2.36 1.13 3.10 1.44 5.01 .91 5.21 1.08 
     Affirmative Action 42 3.86 1.41 3.76 1.46 3.67 1.40 2.59 .98 3.10 1.41 4.85 .72 5.04 .90 
     English-Only Rules         38 3.97 1.61 4.29 1.71 3.97 1.86 2.10 1.01 3.10 1.35 4.98 .98 5.18 1.20 
     Control Condition 34 3.62 1.48 3.97 1.47 3.62 1.48 2.36 1.13 3.10 1.60 5.26 1.02 5.48 1.10 
Asian American Partner 115 3.57 1.33 3.54 1.40 3.81 1.48 2.70 1.19 3.39 1.23 4.81 1.17 5.19 1.21 
     Affirmative Action 38 3.50 1.35 3.53 1.52 3.82 1.86 2.89 1.35 3.48 1.38 5.08 1.06 5.68 .84 
     English-Only Rules 35 3.51 1.17 3.77 1.35 3.77 1.19 2.58 1.12 3.38 1.19 4.69 1.02 5.01 1.08 
     Control Condition 42 3.67 1.44 3.36 1.34 3.83 1.34 2.63 1.10 3.31 1.15 4.67 1.35 4.90 1.45 






Summary of intercorrelations for independent and dependent variables in Study 1. 
    Interaction Partner Race 





Affirmative Action in 
the Workplace 
Count  10 11 
Percentage 48% 52% 
English-Only Rules in 
the Workplace 
Count  13 17 
Percentage 43% 57% 
Limiting social media 
use in the workplace 
Count  37 32 







Summary of intercorrelations for independent and dependent variables in Study 1. 
Measures M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. Partner Race 









-.06 1 .56** 
.30*
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.05 -.08 -.08 .10 
.56*
* 
1 .01 .10 






















**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).      















Summary of intercorrelations for independent and dependent variables in Study 2. 
Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1. Interaction Partner 
Race 
  1 -.04 -.03 -.09 -.15* .02 .15* .04 -.10 -.01 
2. Discussion Topic: 
Affirmative Action 
  -.04 1 -.50*** .00 -.06 -.02 .13 .01 .03 .09 
3. Discussion Topic: 
English-Only Rules 
  -.03 -.50*** 1 .03 .13 .04 -.12 .02 -.05 -.06 
4. Similarity 3.69 1.42 -.09 .00 .03 1 .56*** .50*** -.19** -.12 .36*** .37*** 
5. Inferiority-based 
Similarity 
3.77 1.49 -.15* -.06 .13 .56*** 1 .47*** -.27*** -.06 .33*** .28*** 
6. Foreignness-based 
Similarity 
3.78 1.53 .02 -.02 .04 .50*** .47* 1 -.15* -.04 .24*** .20*** 
7. Inferiority-based 
Meta-perceptions 
2.54 1.17 .15* .13 -.12 -.19** -.27*** -.15* 1 .51*** -.27*** -.07 
8. Foreignness-based 
Meta-perceptions 
3.99 0.84 .04 .01 .02 -.07 -.06 -.04 .51*** 1 -.13* -.01 
9. Target Friendship 
Interest 
4.92 1.05 -.10 .03 -.05 .36*** .33*** .24*** -.27*** -.13* 1 .76*** 
10. Participant 
Friendship Interest 
5.21 1.14 -.01 .09 -.06 .37*** .28*** .20** -.07 -.01 .76*** 1 
***. Correlation is significant at the 0.001 level (2-tailed). 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 


























Figure 1. Theoretical model of partner race X RPM-based discussion topic on RPM-based 
similarity, RPM-based meta perceptions, and target and participant friendship interest, 
respectively.  
Note: Positive symbols indicate a positive relationship between variables, and negative symbols 
indicate a negative relationship between variables. The race of the participants’ interaction 
partner will interact with the discussion topic to predict how similar participants feel towards 
their interaction partner, which will then negatively predict meta-perceptions. Meta-perceptions 
will negatively predict the extent to which participants believe their interaction partner is 
interested in becoming their friend, which will then positively predict the extent to which 
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Figure 2. Inclusion of other in the self scale and the structure of interpersonal closeness (Aron, 
Aron, & Smollan, 1992).  
Note: Participants are told to replace the “x” with the race of the group they are evaluating in 
study 1, and the name of their interaction partner in studies 1 and 2. Lower scores indicate less 
















Figure 3. The within-subjects mediation between Asian vs. Black target groups on target 
friendship interest, explained by inferiority and foreignness-based similarity.  
Note: Latinx Americans participants felt most similar in terms of inferiority and cultural 
foreignness toward a Black American partner compared to an Asian American partner. 
Additionally, participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of 
inferiority/cultural foreignness were more likely to believe their interaction partner wanted to 
befriend them. * indicates p < .05, *** indicates p < .001. Numbers in parentheses indicate the 











Figure 4. The within-subjects mediation between Asian vs. Black target groups on participant 
friendship interest, explained by inferiority and foreignness-based similarity.  
Note: Latinx Americans participants felt most similar in terms of inferiority and cultural 
foreignness toward a Black American partner compared to an Asian American partner. 
Additionally, participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of 
inferiority/cultural foreignness were more likely to want to befriend their partner. * indicates p < 


















Figure 5. The serial mediation of partner race on target friendship interest, with RPM-based 
similarity and RPM-based meta perceptions as mediators.  
Note: Latinx Americans participants felt most similar in terms of inferiority and cultural 
foreignness toward a Black American partner compared to an Asian American partner. 
Additionally, participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of 
inferiority/cultural foreignness were more likely to believe their interaction partner wanted to 
befriend them. Latinx Americans who felt similar in terms of inferiority with their interaction 
partner were less likely to think their partner would stereotype them as inferior, leading 
participants to believe their interaction partner wanted to befriend them. * indicates p < .05, ** 









Figure 6. The mediation of partner race on participant friendship interest, with RPM-based 
similarity as the mediator.  
Note: Latinx Americans participants felt most similar in terms of inferiority and cultural 
foreignness toward a Black American partner compared to an Asian American partner. 
Additionally, participants who believed they were similar to their partner in terms of 
inferiority/cultural foreignness were more likely to want to befriend their partner. * indicates p < 
.05, ** indicates p < .01, *** indicates p < .001. Numbers in parentheses indicate the total effect 
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